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Abstract
In this thesis, we describe two sets of experiments using a single crystal neutron
interferometer. First, we explore applications of quantum information processing
(QIP) to magnetic materials characterization using polarized neutron interferometry
(NI). We describe a split path spin-based interferometer geometry that uses the Bragg
interferometer to separate two paths where spin states are independently manipulated.
The final measurement is made on the spin degree of freedom, so we observe spin-
based contrast without a need for coherence in the path degree of freedom. This is
difficult to achieve in a spin-echo interferometer because the two paths overlap, with
only a time delay of one relative to the other.
Second, we present a design of a novel spin rotator design meeting the stringent
space and temperature constraints of NI experiments. These passive devices use rem-
nant magnetization FeCoV thin films and can be tuned to achieve arbitrary rotation
of an incident neutron with known magnetization. Polarized neutron reflectometry
measurements are reported for FeCoV monolayer films at thicknesses of 0.5 pm and
5.3 pm to characterize the depth-dependent vector magnetization in the films. Stray
field near such films is characterized to determine the effect on the neighboring neu-
tron beam path. Contrast degradation due to the rotators is also discussed. Results
for a prototype set of film rotators are presented showing a spin nutation > 900 from
incident orientation. An architecture is presented for which any nutation angle can
be achieved by tuning the separation of two composite film structures.
We also propose an experimental implementation of the deterministic quantum
computation with one pure qubit (DQC1) model of quantum computation in NI. This
circuit generates no entanglement, yet no efficient classical simulation is known or
thought to exist. We present calculations showing a nonzero quantum discord in this
implementation, as a means of quantifying other nonclassical correlations in addition
to entanglement. All experiments were conducted at the Neutron Interferometer and
Optics Facility at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Thesis Supervisor: David G. Cory
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1920, Rutherford postulated the existence of the neutron to explain the disparity
between an element's atomic number and atomic mass [91]. A dozen years later
the neutron was experimentally discovered by Chadwick [22]. The neutron plays an
important role in many nuclear reactions, and knowledge of neutron behavior has been
important in the development of nuclear reactors. Research using neutrons plays an
important role in shaping our understanding of fundamental physics and furthering
condensed matter research.
The neutron is an excellent probe of solid state physics for several reasons. First,
the neutron wavelength at thermal energies is a few angstroms, closely matching the
lattice spacing of most crystals; this allows for the study of crystal structure using
neutron scattering, reflection, and diffraction [61]. Second, the neutron is associated
with both a spin and a magnetic moment which allows for analysis of magnetic effects
[110]. Further, the neutron is electrically neutral allowing it to penetrate material.
Many elements that are difficult to observe using x-rays, such as hydrogen, are easily
observed with neutrons. Certain atoms opaque to other radiation, such as lead or
aluminum, are nearly transparent to neutrons. Studies of characteristic radiation em-
anating from neutron capture can also be used to quantify trace amounts of elements
in samples. A list of several important properties of the neutron is given in Table 1.1.
The neutron is also a tool for understanding fundamental physics. It is employed to
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Table 1.1: Several Properties of the Neutron [99]
Property Value Unit
Mass, m 1.674927351(74) x 10-27 kg
Electric charge, q 0 e
Mean free lifetime, Tn 881.5(15) s
Spin, S 1/2 h
Magnetic moment, t -0.96623647(23) x 10-26 J/T
investigate interactions caused by all four fundamental forces of nature: strong, weak,
electromagnetic, and gravitational. It is also used to study the Standard Model of
particle physics by its weak decay into a proton, electron, and antineutrino. Neutron
lifetime studies are important to development of the Big Bang theory, and experiments
measuring the neutron electric dipole moment are important to exploring models
beyond the Standard Model.
Neutron interferometry (NI), a subfield of neutron optics, traditionally has studied
fundamental physics using neutron interactions caused by the strong, electromagnetic,
and gravitational forces. NI is important to exploring a variety of quantum phenom-
ena. Quantum information processing (QIP) offers a new framework for formulating
NI experiments that enriches the field. A recent example is the recent work by Pushin
et al. in applying a decoherence-free subspace to a five-blade interferometer [85]. It
is anticipated that application of QIP principles will enhance the availability of NI in
other fields such as solid state physics, materials characterization, and measurement
of scattering lengths.
In this chapter, we present a broad overview of these fields and refer the reader to
relevant resources. Neutron optics is reviewed in Section 1.1, neutron interferometry
in Section 1.2, and quantum information processing in Section 1.3.
1.1 Neutron Optics
Neutron optics has played a key role in understanding fundamental physics and quan-
tum mechanics. Chadwick's discovery of the neutron [22] was contemporary with the
18
notion of wave-particle duality proposed by de Broglie's relations [34]
h
A = (1.1)
my
relating a particle's associated wavelength A to its mass m and velocity v by Planck's
constant h, and
Ef = - (1.2)h
relating its frequency f and energy E. Neutron diffraction in crystals was postulated
by Elsasser in 1936 [39] subsequent to his earlier prediction on electron diffraction
[38]. That same year, neutron diffraction was observed by Halban and Preiswerk
[45] and by Mitchell and Powers [75]. In 1946, the interaction between neutrons
and matter was described in terms of an index of refraction by Fermi and Zinn [41],
analogous to light. Their description was successfully tested for neutron reflection
from several different surfaces including graphite, aluminum, nickel, and copper [41].
Since the observation of neutron diffraction and reflection, the field of neutron optics
has continued to grow, including the development of neutron interferometry. In 1994,
the Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Shull and Brockhouse [1] for their work
in neutron diffraction, inelastic neutron scattering, and neutron spectroscopy.
Fermi's work in the development of the first nuclear reactor in 1942 [40] was
extremely important to the growth of neutron optics. Until then, neutron production
had been limited to a two step process. First, an alpha particle would be produced
by the alpha decay of a heavy isotope such as 21oPo or 22 Ra. The emitted alpha
particle was then used in an (a,n) type reaction that produced fast neutrons with
energies of around 1 MeV. High energy neutrons were slowed using a moderator with
a large scattering cross section: multiple scattering within the moderator thermalizes
the neutrons to an energy described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution peaked
at a moderator temperature. Early experiments used parrafin wax, a hydrogen rich
material, as a moderator. This approach produces a low neutron flux; for example,
only 10 neutrons per minute were produced in Chadwick's experiments using 210po
and 9Be [22, 23].
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The advent of the nuclear reactor spurred the availability of high intensity neutron
sources. Research reactors now supply experiments with neutrons directly from the
fission of 2"U. Spallation is another technique used at facilities such as the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, where a pulsed neutron
beam is produced by bombarding a Hg target with 1 GeV hydrogen ions. The reactor
facility for our research will be described further in this thesis in Section 3.1.
Further information on neutron optics can be found in several books on the subject
such as those of Byrne [20] and Sears [95].
1.2 Neutron Interferometry
The first neutron interferometers was built by Maier-Leibnitz and Springer in 1962
[68]. This interferometer consisted of a single entrance slit and used a biprism for
beam recombination. In this configuration the beam separation is only - 60 pm, so it
is extremely difficult to perform measurements with a sample in only one beam path;
further, the intensity in the original setup was quite low since it had an entrance slit
of only 10 pm [62].
Mezei's paper in 1972 [73] on the spin-echo apparatus employed Larmor- and
Ramsey-type interferometry. Here, the neutron's spin degree of freedom provides the
basis for interference and there is no need for beam separation. The total energy
of spin-up and spin-down neutrons is the same. Since the two spin states acquire
different potential energies in a static magnetic field B, the kinetic energies must be
spin-dependent to conserve total energy. The relation is given by
h2 k 2  h2 k2
- ± |plB (1.3)2m 2m
where k is the neutron wavevector in zero field, k± are the wavevectors corresponding
to spin parallel and antiparallel to B, respectively, p is the neutron's magnetic mo-
ment, and m is its mass. For a neutron traveling a distance 1 in the magnetic field,
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Figure 1-1: Schematic of the spin-echo interferometer.
the phase difference #(k, 1) between the spin-up and spin-down states is
4(k, 1) = 21Ak ~lm. - ~B(1.4)h2k
A schematic of the spin-echo interferometer is given in Fig. 1-1.
Another spin interferometer uses interfering beams that are separated by strong
magnetic field gradients generated by Stern-Gerlach magnets. A schematic repre-
sentation is seen in Fig. 1-2. A polarized beam passes through a r/2 spin rotator
and is split into spin-up and spin-down components by the magnetic field gradient.
After traversing a phase shifter and ir spin flipper, the beams are recombined and
interference is observed. An early experiment performed by Sherwood, Stephenson,
and Bernstein in 1954 successfully observed this interference for neutrons [96].
The first perfect crystal silicon interferometer was demonstrated in 1974 by Rauch,
Treimer, Bauspiess, and Bonse [87, 11]. The work built upon their past development of
perfect crystal interferometers for x-rays [15, 16, 14]. The experimental arrangement
is diagrammed in Fig. 1-3. The interferometer is Laue-Laue-Laue type (LLL) and
the experiment was performed at the 250 kW TRIGA-reactor of the Atominstitut in
Austria. An incident neutron beam is filtered to mean wavelength 2 A, AA/A = 0.6%
by a graphite monochromator. At each crystal blade, the neutron is scattered in the
Laue geometry seen in Fig. 1-4: the crystal atomic planes from which the neutron
scatters are perpendicular to the blade, and the scattered beams exit on the opposite
side of the blade from the incident beam. The incoming beam is coherently split if
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Figure 1-2: Schematic of the Stern-Gerlach interferometer [82].
its wavelength A satisfies the Bragg condition
A = 2dsin6B (1.5)
where d is the atomic plane spacing and 0 B is the angle between the planes and the
incident beam.
The LLL interferometer is the most frequently employed type of neutron interfer-
ometer, and the type used in this thesis. It is the functional equivalent of the optical
Mach-Zehnder interferometer for light. It is the most versatile geometry since it offers
a large path separation in a compact space. Other types of interferometers can be
found in the review of Bonse and Graeff [13] and the book of Rauch and Werner [88].
1.3 Quantum Information Processing
Quantum information processing (QIP) offers a systematic approach to creating, con-
trolling and measuring quantum coherence. Neutron interferometry can be used as a
testbed for exploring quantum information processing in a mature, well-characterized
experimental environment. Both the path degree of freedom and the neutron's spin
degree of freedom are useful qubits.
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Figure 1-3: (left) Sketch of perfect crystal neutron interferometer, LLL-type. (right)
Intensity vs. phase flag rotation for 0 and H beams. Contrast for these early experi-
ments was only about 20%. Figure from [87].
Figure 1-4: Laue scattering geometry: a neutron beam coherently splits at the blade
due to Bragg diffraction on the crystal atomic planes. The outgoing beams increase
in width by approximately the thickness of the blade, called the Bormann fan effect.
Illustration used with permission from [50].
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The neutron interferometer offers several advantages as a testbed for QIP. The
timescale is such that experiments can be modified between neutron counts. Projec-
tive measurements are made with highly efficient 3 He detectors (> 99%), offering a
different paradigm from weak measurements in spin ensembles. Further, only a single
neutron wavepacket is in the interferometer at a time: that is, the interference we
observe is the interference of the neutron with itself.
The application of QIP to NI allows for new classes of experiments and increased
availability of the technique. Past work includes coherent approaches to phase con-
trast neutron imaging [84], extending the measurement of the neutron vertical co-
herence length [83], and introducing a quantum error correction code that protects
neutron interferometers from the loss of contrast associated with mechanical vibra-
tions [85].
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we develop key tools that will be used in describing the experiments
presented in this thesis. We begin with a brief review of neutron scattering in Sec-
tion 2.1 and neutron reflectometry in Section 2.2. Then we discuss phase shift and
interferograms in neutron interferometer Section 2.3. Next, we develop a two qubit
system description of polarized NI in both the Schr6dinger (Section 2.4) and Heisen-
berg (Section 2.5) pictures. A one-qubit description was first developed by Pushin
[82] in describing experiments using the path degree of freedom. To discuss coherence
effects, we develop a wavepacket description of the neutron in Section 2.6. Finally,
selected concepts from neutron spin dynamics are reviewed in Section 2.7. The review
is by no means exhaustive and the reader is directed to relevant references through-
out; in particular, neutron interferometry is rigorously developed in many articles and
books [88, 95, 106].
2.1 Neutron Scattering
A detailed treatment of scattering theory is beyond the scope of the thesis. The
theory of scattering is covered in any graduate level quantum mechanics textbook.
Neutron scattering in particular is developed in many books, including those of Sears
[95] and Byrne [20]. In addition to interferometry, neutron scattering is used in small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) and neutron reflectometry to probe the structure
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of matter. Many intricacies of scattering theory can be ignored when considering
low energy neutrons, an approximation valid for both the neutron interferometry and
neutron reflectometry studies presented in this thesis.
Consider the elastic scattering of a neutron from a target nucleus, such that the
total energy of the neutron is conserved. We momentarily ignore the magnetic inter-
action of the neutron with the media and consider only its nuclear interaction. We
describe a non-interacting neutron traveling in free space as a plane wave
10 (2.1)
where the wavevector k = ko + ky9 + k~2 and its position in space r = + y9 + z2.
This description implies that the neutron extends infinitely in space; this is intuitively
unappealing for our notion of a localized particle, but is remarkably accurate for many
scattering applications. A notable exception is coherence effects in interferometry, so
a wavepacket description is developed in Section 2.6 for that purpose. After scattering
from the target, the resulting neutron wavefunction is a superposition of the incident
plane wave and a spherically scattered wave
ikr-b eikr (2.2)
r
where b is the nuclear scattering length and 6 is the angle between the incident and
scattered wave. The scattering length represents the interaction of the neutron with
the nucleus, and the minus sign indicates that positive b corresponds to a repulsive
interaction potential. The scattering length is a complex number, but the imaginary
component is only important for nuclei with a high absorption coefficient and can be
treated as real otherwise.
2.2 Neutron Reflectometry
Neutron reflectometry is a technique that is well suited to determine nanostructure
and material properties of thick films and multilayers. Polarized neutron reflectom-
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Figure 2-1: Elastic neutron scattering from a fixed nucleus. Modified with permission
from [49].
etry (PNR) is also sensitive to the magnetic properties of such devices. The spatial
sensitivity of PNR arises because the neutron is charge zero yet possesses a mag-
netic moment, allowing it to penetrate deeper into materials than charged particles
and interact with atomic magnetic moments. Further, neutrons can be obtained with
wavelengths comparable to interatomic distances. In this thesis, we use specular PNR
to investigate the in-plane average of the vector magnetization depth profile along the
surface normal of novel magnetic films. We briefly develop some tools to understand
the data we present in this thesis; more detailed references are plentiful, including
[80, 69, 4, 112].
In Fig. 2-2, we diagram a neutron incident onto an interface of two bulk media.
At the interface, the neutron will display reflection and refraction analogously to an
electromagnetic wave. We can use the constructs of both quantum mechanics and
classical optics to discuss its behavior. Again, we assume an elastic scattering process
that can described by a time-independent Schr6dinger equation
I h V2 + V(r) J = E0. (2.3)
2mI
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q
Outside of the material medium, the potential energy is effectively zero, so the total
energy of the neutron
1 h2 k2
E = -me 2 . (2.4)
2 0-2m
We assume that that matter can be described as a continuous distribution, allowing
us to describe the medium consisting with atomic density N by potential energy
27rh 2  27rh 2
V = Nb= p (2.5)
m m
where b is the coherent scattering length and p -- Nb is the scattering length den-
sity (SLD) of a monoisotopic medium. For media with multiple isotopes, the SLD
generalizes to
M
p = Njbj (2.6)
j=1
where M is the number of distinct isotopes in the medium. Since the total energy is
conserved in the elastic process, we can equate the kinetic energy of the neutron in
vacuum with the total energy inside the material medium to obtain the wave equation
(V 2 + k2 - 41rp)o = 0. (2.7)
Consider a neutron with wavevector ko incident onto a planar boundary between
media 0 and 1 as diagrammed in Fig. 2-2. Here we are examining specular reflection,
defined to have angle of reflection equal to angle of incidence. The refractive index
at the boundary between two media is defined as
n = . (2.8)
ko
If the zero medium is taken to be vacuum, the index of refraction can be written as
n= 1 - Pi (2.9)
27r
where pi is the scattering length density of medium 1 and absorption is assumed to
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Figure 2-2: Specular reflection at interface of two bulk media of refractive indicies
no and ni. The incident and transmitted waves are at the same angle 0 and the
transmitted wave is at angle 01.
be zero. Most materials have n < 1 so neutrons are externally reflected from most
materials. The critical angle is defined as the maximum angle where total external
reflection occurs,
cos Oc = -, (2.10)
no
based on Snell's law. With these definitions and the assumption that no = 1, we can
recast the wave equation (Eq. (2.7)) as
(V2 + kL2)0 = 0 (2.11)
where k = k1 = n1 ko.
Thus far, we have only considered the nuclear interaction of the neutron with the
nuclei of the medium. Throughout this thesis, we also employ the spin of the neutron
to probe material properties and physical processes of interest. We develop some very
basic constructs to aid in this discussion in Section 2.7.
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2.3 Phase Shift and Interferograms
The neutron interferometer is a device that causes neutrons to exhibit wave inter-
ference effects. The interferometer itself is a machined from a large, perfect crystal
Si ingot, through a process described further in Section 3.2.3. The interferometer
consists of three crystal blades affixed to a common base, as diagrammed in Fig. 2-6.
When a neutron of wavelength A strikes the interferometer, the atomic planes in the
blades diffract those neutrons which satisfy the Bragg condition
A = 2dsinOB (2.12)
where d is the atomic plane spacing and 0 B is the angle subtended by the incident
beam with respect to the atomic planes.
A simple schematic of the spatially separated paths of an interferometer, with a
potential V applied to one path, is given in Fig. 2-3. The phase a neutron wave-
function acquires as it propagates through space and time is described by the path
integral [42]
<1(x, t) = 2J dt (2.13)
where the Lagrangian Y = p -v - de is the Lagrangian. Using v = ds/dt, then
D(x, t) p -ds - H dt. (2.14)
In the neutron interferometer, the measurement is sensitive to the phase difference
between paths I and II of the interferometer,
A4b(x, t) = (Jp - ds - Jp1 - ds -J H dt - jH dt). (2.15)
It is important to note that at any given time, there is at most a single neutron in
the interferometer. Thus, the phase AOp arises from self-interference of neutron.
Table 2.1 lists several neutron potentials and associated phase shifts as assembled
by Rauch and Werner [88]. Both the nuclear and magnetic potentials are of particular
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Figure 2-3: Interferometer with potential V along path II which modifies its wave-
function within the potential region [49].
relevance to the experiments reported in this thesis. The table highlights to one of the
distinguishing characteristics of NI: it is a tool allowing measurements sensitive to the
phase of the neutron state, not just its amplitude. It is also one of the best examples
of macroscopic quantum coherence, with separation between the beam paths on the
order of several centimeters.
We compute the phase shift from the Schr6dinger equation,
h2k2 h2 K2
E + V (2.16)
2m 2m
where V is the optical potential of the interaction under study. For the nuclear inter-
action, the optical potential of a given medium is given by the Fermi pseudopotential
V = 2bh2 Zb6(r) (2.17)
m
where b is the neutron scattering length for that medium. For a homogeneous mate-
rial, the potential can be expressed as
27rh 2
V = Nb (2.18)
m
where N is the number density. Using this result, the index of refraction can be
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Table 2.1: Neutron Interaction Potentials and Phase Shifts [88]
Interaction Potential Phase Shift Reference
Nuclear 27 2 be6(r) -NbcAD Rauch et al. [87]
(1974)
Magnetic -p -B(r) i mAD Rauch et al. [90]
(1975)
Gravitation mg -r mimggAAsin(a) Collela et al. [30]
(1975)
Coriolis -hw(r x k) 27Wo - A Werner et al. [109]
(1979)
Aharanov-Bohm -- - B(t) tH Allman et al. [2]
(Scalar) (1992)
Aharanov-Casher -p - (v x E)/c itE -D Cimmino et al. [26]
(Schwinger) (1989)
Magnetic Josephson -p - B(t) ±Wt Badurek et al. [7]
(1986)
Fizeau N/A -NbcAD( -) Klein et al. [54]
(1981)
Geometrical (Berry) N/A Q/2 Wagh et al. [104]
(1997)
B: magnetic field strength
g: gravitational strength
A: normal area enclosed in coherent beams
a: angle between horizontal and area A
we = 0.727 x 104s1: angular rotation velocity of the earth
E: electric field
hw: energy transfer due to the time-dependent field B(t)
T: time during which B is turned on
wo, vx: velocity components of phase shifter, neutrons perpendicular to shifter surface
Q: solid angle subtended by closed path on Bloch sphere
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expressed as
V _ A2 Nb A2 Nb
E 27
Unlike photons, the index of refraction for neutrons in most materials is less than
one. The phase shift caused by the nuclear potential is given by
<D(x) = hk -ds - hK -ds) (2.20)
= jkds - kn ds (2.21)
= jkds - jkds - jANbds (2.22)
= -ANDb (2.23)
where D is the effective thickness of the material. This result is important to the
study of neutron spin rotators that introduce material into the beam as discussed
later in the thesis. A similar derivation yields the magnetic phase shift quoted in
Table 2.1.
The phase shift is measured in an interferometer via an interferogram. The ex-
perimental setup is diagrammed in Fig. 2-5. A control sample, called a phase flag,
is placed intersecting both beam paths. For experiments described in this thesis, the
control sample is 2 mm thick fused silica. Rotating the phase flag about its central
axis parallel to 2 by an angle 6 varies the relative phase between the two beam paths
and modulates the intensity at the detectors. The O-beam detector intensity becomes
Io = A + B cos (-2ANDbf (6) + #sam + do) (2.24)
where A and B are constants, the first term inside the parenthesis is the phase shift
caused by the flag, #sam is the phase shift caused by a sample, and 0 is the initial
phase shift between the two paths, caused by a lack of perfect match between them.
The phase shift due to the flag is #flag = -2ANDbf (6) where
sin(6) sin(OB)f (6) cos2(OB) 
- sin 2 (6)
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Figure 2-4: Interferogram for empty interferometer with phase flag. The bottom,
red data correspond to the O-detector and the upper, blue data correspond to the
H-detector. The contrast here is 80%.
is due to the geometry. From Eq. (2.24), we are able to determine the unknown phase
shift due to a sample #sam from measurements at different phase flag rotation angles.
Experimentally, larger fringe visibility yields better statistical precision of the result
for #sam, which is deduced from a sinusoidal fit of the data. A sample interferogram
is reported in Fig. 2-4. Contrast is discussed further in Sections 2.4 and 2.6.
We provide two descriptions of the neutron interferometer employed throughout
this thesis: the Schr6dinger picture in Section 2.4 and the Heisenberg picture in
Section 2.5.
2.4 Schrodinger Picture of LLL Neutron Interfer-
ometer
Historically, the theory of neutron interferometry has been described by two separate
wavefunctions for each of the beam paths. In fact, this masks the beautiful coherence
properties that this system presents. It is convenient to describe the state of the neu-
tron as it propagates through the interferometer as a qubit (two-level system) using
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Dirac notation. This also allows us to test codes developed in quantum information
processing using the interferometer. We present this description in the Sch6dinger
picture here and in the Heisenberg picture in Section 2.5.
The LLL neutron interferometer geometry is depicted in Fig. 2-5. A monochro-
matic, collimated beam impinges upon the first blade of the perfect crystal interfer-
ometer. We express the neutron state in terms of basis states labeled by the sign of
k2, the neutron momentum in the x-direction, as |+) and |-). The coordinate axes
are given in Fig. 2-6. The incident neutron state is 0o = |+). Any neutron satisfying
the Bragg condition, Eq. (1.5), is coherently split into two beam paths by the first
blade,
|0i) = t+) + r--). (2.26)
where t and r are the complex amplitudes of transmission and reflection, respectively.
Both are functions of Ik - kB , where k is the neutron wavevector and kB is the
wavevector exactly satisfying the Bragg condition. Both t and r can be described by
the theory of dynamical diffraction [88, 95].
The second blade acts as another beam splitter, though we only retain the reflected
wave in each case. A loss of intensity occurs but no information is lost. Renormalizing
to unit intensity, the neutron state is written as
1|@2) = (rr*e1|I+) + treP2|_)) (2.27)
where W1 and p2 are the phases accumulated by the neutron from the 1 s to the 2n
blade on the 1+) and |-) paths, respectively. Interference occurs at the third blade
and the outgoing neutron state is given by
1
10f) = [(tlr|2,i - tjr|2ei+2)|+) + (rlr|2 ei' + t|2r)ei+2|-](2.28)
where #1 and #2 are the phases the neutron accumulates traversing the entire |+) and
|-) paths, respectively.
Two 3He detectors downstream of the interferometer count the number of neutrons
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that exit along each path. The beam path corresponding to |+) has been labeled as 0-
, C3-, and forward-beam in the literature; |-) is called H-, C2-, and deviated-beam.
The O/H nomenclature is employed in this thesis. The path projection operators
are written as Po -I +)(+ and PH = -)(-1. The detectors measure intensities
corresponding to the square modulus of the projected wavefunction,
Io = (@fIPol/f) (2.29)
- t| 2 |rJ4(1 - cos(#2 - #1)) (2.30)
IH = (f PH I'f) (2-31)
- [1t| 4 +| r|6] + |t| 2 ||r|4 cos(#2 - #1 ) (2.32)
The contrast C of interference, the ratio of the amplitude of a sinusoid to its mean,
is analogous to fringe visibility in light optics. For an ideal neutron interferometer,
notice
Co = max(Io) - min(Io) = 1 (2.33)
max(Io) + min(Io)
CH - max(IH) - min(IH) 2t4 r 2 ±r (2.34)
H maX(IH) + min(IH) Jt4Jr2 _ Jr6'
In practice, interferometer contrast is lower than unity. This is due to practical
imperfections in the interferometer crystal, neutron absorption, scattering, and en-
vironmental disturbances. Early experiments observed contrast of just 20% [15] and
the best interferometers report contrast between 80% and 90% [36].
2.5 Heisenberg Picture of LLL Neutron Interfer-
ometer
2.5.1 Path Degree of Freedom
Figure 2-5 illustrates the operation of a 3-blade, LLL-type neutron interferometer.
The path degree of freedom is a good quantum number for the system; we label the
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Figure 2-5: LLL-type neutron interferometer with incident neutron beam entering
from left. The beam width increases at each blade by an amount approximately
equal to the blade width, due to the Bormann fan effect introduced in Fig. 1-4. The
phase flag is illustrated yellow and rotates about its central vertical axis.
two paths by the x-component of the neutron momentum k, as
+) (2.35)
0
0 |-) =(2.36)
The neutron is incident upon the interferometer in the 1+) state, and is coherently
split via Bragg diffraction by the first blade, partially reflected by the second blade,
and coherently recombined by the third blade before detection.
An ideal blade would operate analogously to a 50/50 beam splitter in light optics,
also called a Hadamard operator. It is represented by
-1(1 1N
H = =K. (2.37)
In practice, the transmission of the Si interferometer blades is higher than the reflec-
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tion, so we represent the real blade operator as a rotation between the two paths,
OB = (2.38)
r+ t_
where t± and r± represent the transmission and reflection coefficients for the |+) and
-) states, respectively. To correspond to a physical operation, 6B must be unitary;
this implies that for complex t and r, t = t+= -t* and r = r+ = r*. Further, to
conserve neutrons we require that |t| 2 +| r|2 = 1. Under these conditions, we write
the general blade operator
OB =). (2.39)
(r -t*)
This describes the action of the first and third blades. For the central blade, Bragg
diffraction also occurs but only one beam remains in the interferometer. This results
in a loss of intensity, but no loss of information. If we re-normalize for the lost
intensity after the second blade, its action is analogous to a mirror:
0M 0 ). (2.40)
=(1 0)
A control sample called a phase flag is placed in both beam paths to vary the relative
phase shift between them. The phase flag causes a phase shift in each beam path
due to the neutron's interaction with the nuclear potential of the control sample. Its
action is given by
es1 0
011 = .) (2.41)
We can factor out the phase common to both paths since a global phase shift is
undetectable; define the relative phase shift 4 = <D2 - <bi to express the operator as,
O { = 1 O (2.42)
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The 3He detectors downstream of the interferometer act as projection operators on
the path degree of freedom, causing the neutron wavefunction to collapse into the
|+),-) basis,
0 0PO== (1 ) (2.43)
and
PH =H)H( ) (2.44)
0 1
2.5.2 Spin Degree of Freedom
We denote the spin state in terms of a basis of its -eigenstates
) = ()(2.45)
0
and
0
4)= . (2.46)
The neutron is incident in the unpolarized state |$o) = . Projection operators
are realized experimentally by spin polarizers. We are able to select from both up-
and down-states,
1 0(PT = (2.47)
and
0 0
p = 01)(2.48)
By convention, polarizers placed downstream the neutron interferometer are called
spin analyzers.
The spin magnetization orientation is manipulated by applying a magnetic field
B oriented along n = nzz + nj+ n,2 over some effective path length D that induces
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an overall rotation by angle 0. For all experiments described in this thesis, B is
time-independent. The operator describing this is given by
- Cos 0- inz sin ( -n -0nx) i
UR(O) = e-ioa--f/2 _ 2 2 ( - inx)s 2 (2.49)
(n - inx) sin 2 cos + inz sin- /
Entangling operators are implemented by rotating the spin conditioned on the
path. This is easily implemented experimentally by confining a magnetic field to one
beam path, which is spatially separated from the other by several cm. The theoretical
description follows via the familiar tensor product construct.
2.6 Wavepacket Description of the Neutron
There are two uses of the word coherence in this thesis. The neutron is a coherent su-
perposition over the two paths (see above) and there is a coherence length dependence
on the recombination at the third blade. Thus far, we have not considered the effect
of the neutron coherence length on interference measurements. Coherence phenom-
ena play a central role in any type of interferometry, including neutrons, light, and
matter waves [17, 105, 65]. Coherence is a property of the system of the neutron and
interferometer: it is affected by the interferometer crystal quality, momentum distri-
bution of the incident neutron beam, and a number of environmental contributions
including mechanical vibrations and temperature gradients.
Loss of coherence leads to a reduction of the contrast, an important quantity
referenced throughout this thesis. The contrast C of the interference is analogous
to the notion of fringe visibility in light optics. It is a measure of the ratio of the
amplitude to the mean of the interference I = A + B cos( p - Ay') given by
= amplitude = B (2.50)
mean A
Imax - Imi" 
. (2.51)
(Imax - Ibkgd) - (Imin - Ibkgd)
where Imax and Im, are the maximum and minimum observed intensities and Ibkgd
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is the background intensity. Note for most NI experiments, Ibkgd « Imin. A larger
contrast enables a more accurate statistical determination of the phase shift Ap.
Let us describe the neutron's propagation in terms of a wavefunction '(r, t). In
an eigenstate
T(r, t) = V)(r)e-wt, (2.52)
the spatial component @(r) obeys the time-independent Schr6dinger equation,
hV2 + V(r) b(r) E(w)@(r), (2.53)
.2m
where m is the neutron's mass, p its momentum, and E its energy. A perfectly
monochromatic neutron beam traveling as a plane wave of amplitude a(k) given by
I(r, t) = ae(k)e(k-r-wt), (2.54)
satisfies the Schr6dinger equation, where k = p/k and w = E/h = hk2 /2m. However,
this solution is of infinite spatial extent and precise momentum. Were it an accurate
description of the neutron, the wavefunction components |I) = +|+) + -- ) would
be perfectly correlated with each other throughout all space and time, and any phase
shift could be applied without reducing the coherence.
This description is neither theoretically appealing nor in agreement with experi-
mental observations. Instead, describe the neutron by a localized wave packet that is
a Fourier sum of plane wave components that add constructively in a finite region of
space and time, but cancel elsewhere. This corresponds more closely with our notion
of a finite moving particle. Let the plane wave components be weighted by complex
amplitudes a(k), such that the wave packet is given by
I(r, t) = J a(k)ei(k-r-wkt)dk (2.55)
where Wk = hk2/2m. Note that the distance L from the neutron source and the
detector is large (- 102 m). Thus, the quantization steps in k are small (Ak ~ 27r/L)
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and it is acceptable to use the integral form of the wavefunction [105].
The k-spectrum leads to a loss of contrast. To see why, consider a wavepacket
TJ(r, t) incident onto the interferometer which splits the wavepacket into two parts.
From Eq. (2.27), the neutron state after the second blade is given by
a(k)e(kr-wkt)ei i (k)dkj |+) + Ia(k)ei(kr-wkt) e i02 (k)dk
Following Eq. (2.28), the neutron state after interference is given by
| If) =pf+I+) + T f_ -)
{t{r12I
{r52 [a(k)e(kr-wkt) ei1 (k) dkj
a(k)e'(k r-Wk0 e i#1(k) dk
-~ 2
t
[I a(k)ei(k-r-wket) i2(k)dkl +)
[I a(k)e (kr-wkt)i+ 2(k)dkj -
(2.57)
Without loss of generality, let us examine the measured intensity in the O-beam
(remember that the H-beam is 1800 out of phase with different amplitude).
measure the time-averaged integral of (9I| Po lf),
Io = lim -T
T noo T 0
1 T
= lim -I
T- ooT 0
(2.58)
(2.59)dt dk I*, (k)
-_oC f -o0
Substituting Eq. (2.57) into Eq. (2.59), we find the intensity 1 is given by
lim- dt dk
T- oo T 0  j_O
... (ei[O1(k)-# 2 (k')] +
The time integral yields a delta function 6 (Wk - W').
(2.60)
(2.61)
Simplifying, we obtain the
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|
(2.56)
We
10 = dk' It|2 |rj 4a(k)a*(k') 1 + -- -
i[#i(k')-#2(k)] i(k-r-Wkt) i(k'-r-w-t)
9'F2) =
dk' W f, (k')
dt(f f|Po|9 )
expression
I(V) = t|2 |r|4 [ a(k)|2dk + ja(k)|2 cos[AZd(k)]dk] (2.62)
where the relative phase shift A4(k) = #1 (V, k) - 02 (V, k). The oscillation of the
interferogram caused by the second term is no longer a pure cosine as in Eq. (2.28).
Rather, we are summing cosine terms with varying phase shifts A#(V, k) that partially
cancel because they are slightly out of phase. This is why the k-spectrum a(k) leads
to a loss of contrast.
Kaiser et al. suggested that the phase shift A#(V, k) can be physically inter-
preted as a spatial shift Ar in the center of the wavepacket in the -) path with
respect to that of the 1+) path [52], but Lemmel and Wagh argue that this is only an
approximation to first order [66]
A4O(V, k) ~ k, - Ar, (2.63)
where k, is the neutron wavevector in the sample. With this interpretation, it is
useful to introduce the notion of the neutron coherence length. The coherence length
describes the spatial extent over which coherent information is preserved in interfer-
ometry [70]. Typically, three coherence lengths are identified along three coordinate
axes: the longitudinal (x), transverse (y), and vertical (z) coherence lengths. The
axes are illustrated in Fig. 2-6.
It is useful to introduce the mutual correlation function F(A#) discussed by Hamil-
ton et al. [55] and Werner and Klein [108] to relate the loss of contrast to the neutron
beam coherence. Define
Ia = |t|2|r|4 |a(k)| 2dk (2.64)
such that F(A#) is given by
IF(A#) = a(k)|2eilA<O(k)]dk (2.65)
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Z'X
Figure 2-6: Perspective view of three-dimensional rendition of the interferometer.
The longitudinal (x), transverse(y), and vertical (z) coherence lengths are measured
along the indicated axes.
and we can re-express the O-beam intensity
Io = Ia{1 + Re[F(A#)]}. (2.66)
The correlation function also gives the relative contrast of the interferogram
CR(A) C( ) = |F(A) (2.67)Co
where Co is the maximum attainable contrast for a given interferometer. Specific
calculations of CR(A#) for A#(k) introduced by FeCoV film rotators will be given
in Section 5.4. We now turn to a discussion of instrumentation design and system
integration to execute neutron interferometry experiments.
2.7 Neutron Spin Dynamics in a Magnetic Field
Many quantum mechanics textbooks include thorough descriptions of quantum theory
of spin, including those of Sakurai [93], Ballentine [9], and Merzbacher [72]. Here we
only review several key results useful to understanding the results of this thesis. The
evolution of the neutron wavefunction 1$) in a magnetic field B = (Br, By, Bz) is
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described by the time-dependent Schr6dinger equation
ih- |1) = )= 2 2 - t -B(r, t) (r,t)) (2.68)at (2 0r
where | ) aT) + /34), y = po is the magnetic moment of the neutron, m its
mass, and the components of o = (o2, ay, oz) are the Pauli spin operators are given
by
0 1 0 -i 1 0
&x= 2k). (2.69)
(1 0 )(i 0 )(0 -1)
The wavefunctions are written in terms of spin-up and spin-down basis states as [88]
9 0
S- f+(r, t) cos' It) + f_ (r, t)e4 sin 4-) (2.70)2 2
where f±(r, t) are given by
f±(r, t) = a±(k - Ak) ei[(kFAk)-r-Wkt] (2.71)
and (0, #) can be visualized as spherical angles of the spin vector if the axis of quan-
tization is taken along the magnetic field B. Here,
Ak ~ m B. (2.72)h2k
Notice that in the presence of a magnetic field, the spatial component wavefunc-
tions f± (r, t) are different from one another. The form of the magnetic potential in
Eq. (2.68) gives rise to a two-valued index of refraction,
n± -- 47r N IPM (2.73)
where N and M refer to the nuclear and magnetic components of the SLD and + and
- labels correspond to it) and |4) states, respectively. The magnetic SLD pm is given
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by
Pm M 2 pB. (2.74)
T2 7rh2IB
A quantity of great conceptual value is the polarization P, a unit vector that
can be conceptualized as pointing along the axis of the neutron spin. The two-state
quantum spinor description in Hilbert space is in fact isomorphic to the description of
a classical moment in real space, characterized by this polarization vector [43]. The
polarization P = P + Pv) + P,2 has components given by the expectation values of
the Pauli matrices,
P2= () = 2 Re(c*c_) (2.75)
P=(o-y) = 2 Im(c*c_) (2.76)
= (o) = c+| 2 - |c 2 . (2.77)
where the spinor x = c+ IT) + c_ |4). Equivalently, the beam polarization can be
written as
P = tr(pO) = ($| |@) (2.78)
where p = |X)(Xj is the spinor density matrix. The polarization P can also be
parametrized by real, spherical angles 6 and #. Recall earlier we specified the spinor
coefficients c+ = cos(O/2) and c_ = eisin(6/2) where the phase angle # can be
chosen arbitrarily. We can express the polarization in terms of the same angles,
P, = sin 0 cos # (2.79)
P = sin 6 sin# (2.80)
P2 = cos 6. (2.81)
This geometrical conceptualization of the spin is powerful and is used repeatedly
throughout this thesis.
For neutrons with initial polarization Po incident upon the field B, the total
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neutron energy is conserved but a Zeeman splitting of the kinetic energy occurs,
h2k 2  h2 k2
=m m |p|B.2m 2m (2.82)
This creates a relative phase shift between the It) and |4) components. In the special
case that the neutron spin is either parallel or orthogonal to the magnetic field, the
magnetic phase shift is given by
pimABL
JM = g27rh 2 (2.83)
where L is the neutron path length through the field. The general case magnetic
phase shift is discussed below in Eq. (2.91).
The equation of motion for the expectation value of the neutron spin t is deter-
mined by [44]
d( [/5, p]) + . (2.84)
The magnetic fields treated in this thesis are static, so -0.
becomes
d
j(p) = pi([- - B,o-)
Thus, Eq. (2.84)
(2.85)
which gives us the Bloch equation for neutron Larmor precession about the magnetic
field [110]
d(p) y(o- x B) (2.86)
where y' = 2p/h is the neutron gyromagnetic ratio. This corresponds to the dynamics
of a classical magnetic dipole M = (p) in a magnetic field [67], precessing about the
magnetic field B with Larmor frequency WL = |7Bl. The Larmor precession angle is
given by
= d = f B ds = 2/irn B ds
where f ds denotes the path integral along the neutron trajectory through the field,
and v is the neutron velocity.
In the adiabatic limit, the spin of the neutron rotates with the magnetic field
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(2.87)
such that the subtended angle between them remains constant. The condition for
adiabatic rotation can be expressed in terms of the frequency Q with which the the
total field B the neutron spin (p) experiences changes. It is given by
Q = (2.88)|BI
and there are two limiting cases. If Q < WL, the neutron spin (p) follows the field B
adiabatically. If Q > WL, we observe precession about B given by Eq. (2.87).
The quantum operator describing a rotation of the neutron spin about by an angle
a about the axis j = js + j9 + jzz is given by the operator
R (a) = e-iasj /2 (2.89)
= cos(a/2)i - i sin(a/2)Q-j (2.90)
Consider the basic configuration depicted in Fig. 2-7, one used repeatedly throughout
this thesis. A magnetic field B = Bj is placed in one beam path, and a phase flag
introduces a controlled relative phase shift # between the two paths via the nuclear
interaction. Assume the neutron beam is incident polarized along the axis, and that
the magnetic field transitions immediately to zero outside red shaded region. Further,
treat the interferometer blades as perfect 50/50 beam splitters. Though a guide field
throughout the environment of the interferometer is experimentally necessary, we
relax this need for this computation. Then the O-beam intensity is computed to be
1 - a -2Io = (- 2l| +3) - (lj|2 - 1)cos(a) +4cos - cos(#) - 4jsin (- sin(#)]8. (2) 2
(2.91)
It is instructive to note a few important special cases. First, notice that the neutron
acquires a relative phase difference between the paths even if B and P are both along
2. For an arbitrary rotation of a about B = B2, then
Io=- + - cos -- cos(#) - - sin sin(#) (2.92)2 2 2 2 2
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Magnetic Field Region
Spin Flipper SF 1=00
Figure 2-7: Ideal interferometer with incident polarized beam and magnetic field
region in Path I.
For incident polarization orthogonal to the magnetic field, the magnetic phase mod-
ulates the interference from the phase flag,
Io = + Icos ()cos(O) (2.93)
We now discuss instrumentation design, setup, and calibration to assure the well-
controlled experimental conditions necessary to execute neutron interferometry ex-
periments.
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation and System
Design
In this chapter, I discuss instrumentation and experimental procedures that are com-
mon among all experiments discussed in this thesis. A brief introduction is given
to the NIST Center for Neutron Research in Section 3.1, and in particular, in See-
tion 3.1.1 we overview the Neutron Interferometer and Optics Facility where all of
the experiments were conducted. Then, the initial preparation and alignment steps
conducted for the neutron interferometry experiments are reviewed in Section 3.2.
3.1 NIST Center for Neutron Research
The NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) is part of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA. The NCNR's
mission focuses both on conducting a broad program of research using neutron tech-
niques, and offering a national resource for researchers from industry, university, and
other government agencies. The NCNR offers a collection of instruments for scatter-
ing, reflectometry, imaging, interferometry, and other neutron techniques operating
at different neutron energy ranges.
To enable its research programs, the NCNR operates a split-core research nuclear
reactor operating at 20 MW. An illustration of some key reactor components is shown
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Figure 3-1: An illustration of the reactor core and liquid hydrogen cold source. The
thermal neutron ports provide a direct line-of-sight for thermal instruments to the
reactor core, moderated by heavy water (D20). The guides direct neutrons moderated
by a liquid hydrogen cold source to the cold neutron instruments; the interferometer
sits on the guide NG-7. Illustration courtesy of NCNR.
in Fig. 3-1. Fast neutrons, with energy 1 MeV, are released from the nuclear fission of
2 31U and then thermalized by heavy water (D 2 0) to thermal energy, approximately
26 meV. The peak thermal neutron flux is 4 x 1014 neutrons/cm 2 at the reactor
core. The thermal neutron instruments, operating at higher neutron energies than
the cold instruments, are housed in the confinement building. They are used for
materials science research, metrology, and neutron imaging [21]. The instruments
arranged concentrically around the reactor core, as diagrammed in Fig. 3-2. Longer
wavelength "cold" neutrons are better suited for the study of many condensed matter
systems. These neutrons have wavelength > 1.8 A and energy < 25 meV. The cold
neutron instruments are housed in the Guide Hall. The neutrons are expelled from the
fuel rods in the reactor core and proceed through neutron guides towards the Guide
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Figure 3-2: Diagram of the NCNR's thermal neutron instruments. The center repre-
sents the reactor core, and the lines emanating from the core represent neutron guides
that go to the guide hall. Illustration courtesy of NCNR.
Hall. The neutrons are moderated by a liquid hydrogen cold source that reduces the
neutron energy. Instruments in the neutron guide hall are diagrammed in Fig. 3-3.
The interferometry facility sits on the guide NG-7.
3.1.1 Neutron Interferometer and Optics Facility
The Neutron Interferometer and Optics Facility (NIOF) at NIST is a truly unique
facility and one of only a handful in the world equipped to conduct neutron interfer-
ometry experiments. The facility features vibration, thermal, and acoustical isolation
systems to provide a stable environment for consistent phase measurements. The
facility is diagrammed in Fig. 3-4. It was created in 1991 [51 and has since undergone
a number of upgrades to serve an ever-expanding range of experiments.
Neutrons of a desired energy range are extracted from the neutron guide via a dual-
crystal parallel-tracking monochromator system. The first monochromator crystal is
located behind the collimator/shutter (1) in Fig. 3-4. The parenthetical number
references the label in Fig. 3-4. The second, focusing monochromator (3) is mounted
on an adjustable mechanical mount such that the facility can accommodate neutron
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NG-1 REFL NG-1 10m SANS
NG-4 DCS
NG-6 FCS
NG-7 prompt y
NG-7 INT
NG-7 30m SANS
Figure 3-3: Diagram of the NCNR's cold neutron instruments. All instruments are
housed in the Guide Hall, with left being the side closest to the reactor core. The
interferometer is denoted as "NG-7 INT". Illustration courtesy of NCNR.
wavelengths from 2 Ato 5 A. Both monochromators are fabricated from pyrolytic
graphite (002). The first monochromator is 5 cm x 7.5 cm high and mounted in
the neutron guide path. The second monochromator is composed of nine separate
5 cm wide x 1 cm high stacked vertically. Each blade tilts independently, allowing
vertical focusing of the neutron beam onto the neutron interferometer. This process
is described in Section 3.2.2. Monochromator reflectivity ranges from 80% to 90% for
the stated neutron wavelengths.
Between the monochromators, the neutron beam passes through a cylindrical Al
transport tube. The circular faces of the tube are 1/32 inch thick. Flux losses through
He are lower than air, or alternatively the tube can be evacuated to achieve a similar
effect. The transport tube is used to define the neutron beam trajectory and to
comply with facility safety regulations.
Neutron interferometry is extremely sensitive to environmental disturbances such
as mechanical vibrations, acoustic vibrations, and temperature gradients. Commer-
cial active isolation systems are frequently employed in nuclear magnetic resonance
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NG-7 REFL NG-6 Physics
Interferometer
Components:
Collimator/shutter 5 Primary vibration isolation stage
2 Helium filled beam transport tube Acoustic and thermal isolation enclosure
Focusing pyrolytic graphite monochromator Secondary vibration isolation stage
Outer environmental enclosure Enclosure for interferometer and detectors
Figure 3-4: Artist's rendition of the Neutron Interferometer and Optics Facility. Neu-
trons expelled from the reactor core are transported through the guide, and those of
the desired energy are extracted via a pyrolytic graphite monochromator (left) and
directed towards the neutron interferometer. Illustration commissioned by NIOF
staff.
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(NMR) and photonics, but these systems are generally ineffective for low frequency
vibrations on the order of single Hz which NI is sensitive to. At the NIOF facility, a
custom-built, large environmental enclosure composed of three nested structures help
to eliminate low frequency vibrations and maintain a stable temperature [5].
The vibration isolation is accomplished via three isolation stages. First, the inter-
ferometry facility is built on its own foundation separate from the remainder of the
guide hall. The foundations are coupled by compliant joints to dampen crosstalk. For
experimental access, personnel use a catwalk suspended by the guide hall foundation
to reduce human motion coupling to the primary isolation stage. The second stage
is labeled as the primary isolation stage (5) in Fig. 3-4. A 40 ton reinforced concrete
slab of dimensions (5 x 3.6 x 1.11) m3 is mounted upon pneumatic airsprings that
are computer controlled by a servo system. To maintain the interferometer's posi-
tion relative to the incident beam, the concrete slab is positioned to a translational
stability ± t5 prm and rotational stability ~ ±5 prad. The third stage is labeled
as the secondary vibration isolation stage (7) and operates analogously to a smaller
version of the primary stage. The concrete slab is replaced by a 2 ton granite table.
The secondary stage can also be servo controlled, but that was unnecessary for the
experiments reported in this thesis.
Acoustic disturbances cause air pressure gradients that can also disturb interfer-
ometry measurements. The NIOF resides in the busy experimental environment of
the NCNR, so surrounding equipment and operating personnel create considerable
noise. The outer environmental enclosure (4) and acoustic and thermal isolation
enclosure (6) serve to isolate from these disturbances and also help to maintain a
near-constant temperature. The outer enclosure is a large concrete block house of
dimensions 23 x 17 x 10 feet 3 , seated on the guide hall foundation. The acoustic and
thermal isolation enclosure has dimensions 15 x 11 x 8.5 feet 3 , sitting on the con-
crete slab which is suspended above the NIOF foundation. Sound dampening foam
is mounted within enclosure (6) to further dampen acoustic vibrations.
A third Al enclosure (8) houses the interferometer and detectors, and serves as the
primary temperature stabilization stage. It is illustrated in Fig. 3-5. Even small tem-
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Figure 3-5: Scale drawing of interferometer and surrounding Al enclosure.
perature gradients on the order of ~ 10 mK over the interferometer can cause a shift
of interferometer blades by thermal expansion that reduces contrast. Heaters and sev-
eral Pt thermometers are used in conjunction with LakeShore Model 336 temperature
controllers to stabilize the temperature using a PID control loop. Phase and temper-
ature measurements vs. time are reported in Fig. 3-6 for several different temperature
setpoints. The setpoint is selected to be slightly higher than room temperature, and
effective setpoint choice varies with season and guide hall HVAC conditions. With
an appropriately chosen setpoint, we are able to achieve temperature stability of ±5
mK at thermometer readings near the center and edge of enclosure (8). Additionally,
the Al walls of the enclosure are lined with Cd, serving to reduce neutron background
counts at the detectors (Cd possesses a very high absorption cross section).
These vibration isolation and temperature stabilization measures give NIOF ex-
ceptional phase stability (< 5 x 10-3 rad/day) and contrast (70% to 90%), among the
best observed stabilities in the world. We now move to a discussion of the alignment
and setup procedures necessary to execute interferometery experiments.
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Figure 3-6: Phase and temperature stability over one month period. No human
personnel entered the interferometer facility throughout the course of these measure-
ments. The sudden jumps and drops in the temperature curve represent a change in
the target setpoint for the PID control loop regulated by the temperature controller.
The zoomed-in plot on the bottom right has a vertical scale of 40 mK, and represents
stable phase and temperature for a period of several days. Error bars in phase are
indicated in the zoomed plots; the temperature reading errors are smaller than the
red curve thickness.
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3.2 Experiment Preparation and Alignment
Neutron interferometry poses strict environmental constraints in order to observe
interference. Optical components must be precisely aligned from the first monochro-
mator all the way along the neutron flight path to the 3He detectors. Only after
overcoming these engineering challenges can the scientific question at hand be tack-
led. Necessary measurements are extensive, and we highlight only a few representative
experimental design issues in this section to give the reader an appreciation of the
experimental apparatus.
The first alignment is a visual, optical alignment employing a theodolite. The
flight tubes are aligned with both monochromators for a given neutron wavelength in
the double crystal geometry. After visual alignment, several components are aligned
more precisely with neutrons, as described below.
3.2.1 First Monochromator
This monochromator is composed of a pyrolytic graphite (PG) crystal and operates
via Bragg scattering. Both rotation and tilt of the crystal are aligned. The crystal is
located upstream of a shielded drum that can be rotated as well, acting as a beam
shutter. It is aligned by mounting a neutron fission chamber in front of the 2 "d
monochromator with a small slit. The alignment was performed prior to the author's
arrival at NIST; for sample data, see [82].
3.2.2 Second Monochromator
The second monochromator is a focusing-type monochromator, composed of nine PG
crystals mounted on individually adjustable blades. A photograph is shown in Fig. 3-
7. The monochromator is aligned one blade at a time: a lithiated plastic is used
to cover all blades except one, then each blade is manually adjusted. Measurements
are made using a 3He detector downstream of the second monochromator. The fifth
blade is fixed, so it is the first to be aligned by adjusting rotation and tilt of the
entire mount to find the corresponding Bragg peak. Rotation and tilt measurements
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Figure 3-7: Photograph of the second pyrolytic graphite monochromator. The tilt of
each of the nine blades is adjusted using the socket head screws on the right hand
side. The entire monochromator is mounted on a rotation stage.
for the fixed fifth blade are given in Fig. 3-8. Then, each blade is iteratively adjusted
manually until the peak is measured to be centered near the center of the fifth blade
rocking curve. The results are shown in Fig. 3-9. The completion of this alignment
procedure ensures the beam is focused on the 3He detector, near the placement of
the interferometer. This reduces the effect of the vertical divergence of the beam and
increases the flux at the interferometer.
3.2.3 Single Crystal Si Interferometer
A neutron interferometer is fabricated from a near-perfect single crystal of silicon.
Interferometers are cut from ingots of diameter several inches having superior crystal
quality to those needed in the microelectronics industry. Other crystal and fabrication
considerations are discussed by Zawisky [113, 114].
The fabrication process is outlined schematically in Fig. 3-10. The silicon ingot
is machined by a surface grinding machine using a diamond wheel into the desired
shape. Having the three blades aligned to a common base aligns them using the
natural crystal structure. The machining process leaves surface damage on the order
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Figure 3-8: (a) Rotation rocking curve and (b) Tilt rocking curve for the fifth, fixed
blade of the second monochromator. A Gaussian fit is shown in blue. Error bars are
smaller than most data points.
of - 10s /m; this leads to low contrast because the neutron experiences acquires a
7 nuclear phase shift through ~ 50 pm Si. Averaging over many neutrons passing
through different blade thicknesses due to this non-uniformity leads to low contrast.
Surface damage from cutting is removed by chemical etching. The etching mix-
ture consists of 60:1 HNO 3 and HF: the nitric acid oxidizes the Si and hydrofluoric
acid removes the oxides. The etching rate is approximately 1 ptm per minute. After
etching, success can only be tested by contrast measurements in a neutron beam. If
contrast measurements are low, the interferometer can be further etched and tested
again for contrast improvement. However, many interferometers do not show improv-
ing contrast due a number of factors including poor crystal quality, over-etching, and
path length mismatch, all of which are irreversible.
The fabrication process has a material and labor cost on the order of $50k to
$100k; however, many interferometers are rendered unusable after fabrication because
of low contrast. Only a couple dozen interferometers have been fabricated worldwide,
making each one truly priceless. A number of actual interferometers, including those
used for the experiments in this thesis, are shown in Fig. 3-11.
The interferometer is placed on a felt underlay atop a two-axis translation stage,
rotary stage, and tilt stage. A scale drawing of the interferometer is given in Fig. 3-5.
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Figure 3-9: Intensity vs. tilt of second monochromator tilt (a) before and (b) after
alignment of each of the blades. Note that the difference in intensity occurs because
a smaller collimation slit was used for the scans after tilting.
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Figure 3-10: Interferometer fabrication lifecycle. See discussion in the text.
Figure 3-11: Photograph of several interferometers used at NIST. The top-center
interferometer was used for high-contrast experiments reported in this thesis: the right
interferometer was used for the low-contrast measurements reported in Chapter 4.
Photograph courtesy of D. L. Jacobson.
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Figure 3-12: Rotation alignment curve of interferometer.
After visual alignment, the interferometer is rotated to determine the Bragg angle of
the crystal at the selected wavelength. The entrance slit is selected by placing a Cd
beam block at the end of the entrance snout to the box: all experiments reported in
this thesis use a 2 mm wide x 8 mm high collimator. The Bragg scan is given in
Fig. 3-12.
After aligning the interferometer rotation to the center of the Bragg peak, we
performed a two-axis translational scan to find the optimal position to achieve the
highest contrast. The results are reported in Fig. 3-13 with an empty interferometer
except the phase flag. In our case, the best contrast was found to be 84%.
3.2.4 Helium-3 Detectors
Three different types of detectors were used in the experiments described in this
thesis: 3 He detectors, a fission chamber, and a position sensitive 'imaging' detector.
A through discussion of neutron detection is found in Knoll [58].
Highly efficient (>99%) gaseous 3 He propotional counters are placed at in the 0
and H beams downstream of the interferometer, and are used for reporting most of
the data in this thesis. The detector stores the gas in a 1 inch diameter stainless steel
cylinder manufactured by Reuter-Stokes. Thermal neutrons penetrate the stainless
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Figure 3-13: Interferometer blade face scan.
steel and interact with the 3 He gas, releasing a proton, triton, and energy,
3 He + n -+ 1H + 3H + 764 keV. (3.1)
The released energy from the reaction is carried in the kinetic energy of the proton and
triton. These atoms ionize the 3 He gas as they travel through the detector, and the
resulting ions move towards a thin anode wire on the radial axis of the cylinder by an
applied electrostatic potential, producing a pulse. To reduce background, the detector
is enclosed in Cd shielding and a Cd snout is placed enclosing the trajectory of the
incident beam. A photograph of one detector is shown in Fig. 3-14(a). Detectors are
first visually aligned, then aligned using neutrons. The rectangular, collimated beam
cross section convolved with the with the rectangular Cd snout gives the trapezoidal
response shown in Fig. 3-14(b); the detector is placed at the center of the trapezoid.
A fission chamber containing < 1 mg of 235U serves as a beam monitor placed
upstream of the interferometer. The fission chamber has 0.1% efficiency and operatoes
at 0.5 kV, and can accept intense beams that would saturate a 3He detector. Neutrons
interact with the 235U and ionize the methane/argon gas mixture in the chamber,
releasing 160 MeV energy in the form of kinetic energy of fission products. The low
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Figure 3-14: (a) Photograph of 3 He detector. (b) 3 He detector alignment.
detection efficiency of the beam monitor does not significantly alter neutron flux.
The position sensitive detector is composed of an in-beam 6 Li-ZnS scintillator,
microchannel plate image intensifier, and a mirror. Light produced from neutron
interactions with the scintillator are reflected into a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera. This signal is read out to a computer to produce intensity profiles. Data
measured using this detector to map a beam intensity profile after interferometer
alignment is reported in Fig. 3-15.
3.2.5 Wavelength Measurements
To measure the neutron wavelength, a nearly-perfect Si crystal analyzer is placed in
the H-beam downstream of the interferometer. The crystal has a very small mosaic of
~ 0.00015 rad to increase the reflected beam intensity, using the (111) reflection in the
Laue geometry. The crystal can be tilted such that the lattice planes of the crystal
are aligned with those of the interferometer. First, the crystal is rotated reflected
intensity is measured as a function of rotation angle. The centers of the reflected
peaks are separated by exactly 20B, as diagrammed in Fig. 3-16(a), when the tilt is
aligned with the interferometer. This measurement is repeated at different tilt angles
of the analyzing crystal, and the minimum separation between the peaks corresponds
to 26 B. The wavelength is determined by applying Bragg's law using the value of 2 0 B
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Figure 3-15: Beam uniformity image showing relative intensities of light detection
from the scintillator at each pixel.
determined from these measurements. For increased precision, the rotation angle of
the crystal is recorded by a rotary encoder. The physical measurement apparatus is
shown in Fig. 3-16(b).
Measurement results are reported in Fig. 3-17. The C4 beam path has been
blocked with Cd to minimize the size of the beam reflected by the crystal. The
parallel and anti-parallel reflections are fit to Gaussian functions, giving a wavelength
A = (2.709 ± 0.001) A with AA/A ~ 0.5%.
3.2.6 Polarized Experiment Design
Thus far, we have examined instrumentation needed to do interferometry experiments
without directly manipulating the neutron's spin state. For our experiments utilizing
the neutron's spin degree of freedom as a second qubit, it is necessary to be able
to manipulate the neutron magnetization upstream, downstream, and within the
interferometer. Devices to accomplish the first two are discussed below; neutron spin
rotation within the interferometer is a difficult engineering challenge that is discussed
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Figure 3-16: Wavelength measurement setup: (a) schematic diagram, (b) photograph
of physical devices.
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Figure 3-17: Wavelength measurement data showing Gaussian peaks and Bragg angle
fit.
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Figure 3-18: Photograph of Mezei cavity spin polarizer. The front half of the magnetic
yoke has been removed to expose the supermirror blades. The slit is made of highly
absorbent 6 Li-doped plastic. Blue and yellow tubing on the side are used to vacuum
seal the supermirrors during initial construction and are unused in normal operation.
in the next two chapters.
3.2.7 Spin Polarizer
Our spin polarizer had a Mezei architecture, composed of two supermirrors oriented
in a 'v' shape as shown in Fig. 3-18. This enables a more compact device than using
a single supermirror. The supermirror was first proposed by Turchin [100] and Mezei
[74]. It is composed of evaporated multilayer films that are deposited to provide a
lattice spacing gradient, with alternating magnetic and non-magnetic material layers.
This results in a reflectivity angular profile that is multiple times the simple mirror
critical angle, called the 'm' value. One parameter that is used to characterize the
effectiveness of a polarizer is its polarizing efficiency P, given by
P = T-N (3.2)NT + N
where NT and N, are the numbers of It) and |4) neutrons in the outgoing beam. The
current polarizer has a polarizing efficiency of 97% [49].
Three parameters must be tuned: polarizer translation, rotation angle, and angle
between the supermirrors. Sample tuning curves are reported in Fig. 3-19.
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Figure 3-19: Polarizer (a) translation and (b) rotation tuning scans. The translation
is set to the peak, and a best fit Gaussian curve is shown in blue. The rotation
curve is indicative of the 'v' architecture of the Mezei cavity architecture due to the
two peaks. The rotation angle is selected to be the midpoint between the two local
maxima.
3.2.8 Spin Analyzers
Two different types of spin analyzers were used: Heusler crystals for the experiments
of Chapter 4 and stacked supermirrors for those of Chapter 5. Bragg reflection from
single crystals of Heusler alloy Cu2MnAl is used to obtain a monochromatic beam
of polarized neutrons [35]. The Heusler crystals we used are shown in Fig. 3-20(a).
Heusler crystals are mounted on separate blades similar to the second monochromator
described earlier to allow for focusing the beam. The Heusler analyzer is tuned
similarly to the Mezei cavity described earlier.
The experiments of Chapter 5 used a stacked supermirror architecture. These
exact devices are described in an article by Schaerpf [94]. Regretfully, these devices
have a reduced efficiency (87%) and extremely low transmittance (7%) at these wave-
length, consistent with the report of Schaerpf. This was a byproduct of equipment
availability at the time of the experiment, and did not preclude the completion of the
studies reported here. A photograph of the device is shown in Fig. 3-20(b).
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(b)
Figure 3-20: Photographs of spin analyzing devices, using (a) Heusler crystals
mounted on focusing blades and (b) stacked supermirrors enclosed in a magnetiz-
ing field.
3.2.9 DC Coil Spin Rotators
Mezei [73] first proposed the use of a DC current coil to rotate the neutron magne-
tization to any arbitrary direction with respect to the guide field. A special class
of rotators that induce a spin nutation of 7r radians are called spin flippers. The
operation of these devices is discussed in Williams [110].
For our applications, this class of rotators works well for manipulation of the spin
orientation outside of the interferometer box. The device is too large and generates
too much heat to be used inside the interferometer. Our coils are comprised of two,
orthogonal Al coils each oriented normal to the incident neutron beam. One coil zeros
the local contribution of the guide field, and the second generates the field normal to
incident neutron polarization which induces Larmor precession.
The device is tuned by iteratively varying the current through either the precession
or compensation coil, while the other is kept fixed. By optimizing these curves,
we eventually find the local maximum for which a spin flip is achieved. Arbitrary
rotation angles are achieved by proportional reduction in the precession coil. For the
representative data reported in Fig. 3-21, 'outer' corresponds to the compensation
coil and 'inner' corresponds to the precession coil.
This is only a brief overview of the most important instrumentation for execution
of the experiments reported in the following chapters. Now, we move to discussion of
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Figure 3-21: Spin flipper tuning for (a) outer and (b) inner coils. The outer coil is
tuned in two steps, reversing the polarity between each.
the particular experiments highlighted in this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Split Path Spin-Based
Interferometry
There are two convenient geometries for neutron interferometry described earlier in
Chapter 1. The path-based interferometer uses Bragg scattering of the neutron at the
crystal blades to prepare a coherent superposition state across two beam paths. The
spin-echo interferometer uses the neutron's spin degree of freedom for interference.
In the spin-echo case, the Zeeman interaction of the spin and an applied field result
in a spatial separation of the two basis states in time along the beam path. In
this chapter, we describe a split path spin-based interferometer geometry that uses
the Bragg interferometer to separate two paths where spin states are independently
manipulated. The final measurement is made on the spin degree of freedom, so
we observe spin-based contrast without a need for coherence in the path degree of
freedom.
An important application in this geometry is the characterization of magnetic
properties of novel materials. This would be difficult to achieve in a spin-echo inter-
ferometer because the two paths overlap: there is only a time delay of one relative
to the other. Our geometry is analogous to a Stern-Gerlach interferometer with large
path separation.
First, we discuss the engineering challenge of implementing an entangling operator
in Section 4.1. The experiment model and measurements are reported in Section 4.2,
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and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.3.
4.1 Non-Remanent Permalloy Film Rotators
To use the split-path spin interferometer for materials characterization, we must be
able to implement an entangling gate by rotating the spin in one path of the interfer-
ometer. Most spin rotator architectures used in polarized experiments are bulky and
produce heat due to electrical currents, precluding their use in NI. This eventually
led us to the development of a novel spin rotator architecture in Chapter 5.
The present experiment was conducted prior to development of this rotator, so we
relied on a solution first proposed by Rekveldt et al. [103] and previously implemented
in spin-echo small angle neutron scattering (SESANS) [86]. This architecture used
magnetized Permalloy thin films to generate a large magnetic field with a passive
device and compact form. Permalloy is a Ni/Fe alloy consisting of approximately
80% nickel and 20% iron. It has very high magnetic permeability, making it suitable
for magnetizing in situ in the ambient guide field needed for polarized experiments.
Permalloy has near zero magnetostriction, allowing relatively large films on the order
of - 10 prm thickness to remain magnetically saturated; other materials would suffer
non-uniform magnetic properities due to variable stresses at such length scales.
We model the precession of the neutron spin M about a Permalloy film of thickness
d with film field Bf. Permalloy is magnetically soft and is saturated in a field of a few
Oe. This has been verified by measurements verifying that there is no measurable
depolarization of the neutron beam when the film is aligned parallel to the applied
magnetic guide field. The nutation of the neutron magnetization is tuned by tilting
the Permalloy film with respect to the applied field by an angle X: this changes both
the direction of Bf and the path length of the neutron through the film D = d/ cos x.
The operating range of x is restricted both by experimental geometry constraints
and the requirement that the projection of the guide field along the film direction,
Bf cos X, be larger than the magnetizing field. Due to the shape anisotropy, it is
expected that the film field lies in the plane of the saturated film.
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Neutron spin dynamics in a magnetic field were reviewed in Section 2.7 and rota-
tion matrices used in this analysis are given in Appendix A. Let the neutron magne-
tization and guide field both be oriented along 2. Let the axis Bf be parametrized by
spherical angles a = cos- 1 (Bfz/|BI) and / = tan1 (By/Bfg). The effective rotation
induced by the film Rf(0t) can be decomposed as a product of five rotations,
Rf(0(0t= RRy(-a)R2(-#). (4.1)
where Rf (6 ) indicates a rotation by angle Ot about axis Bf. The net spin nutation
from incident polarization is given by T = cos-1 M,. For a given Permalloy film, T < 7r
because the film axis can not be oriented perpendicular to the neutron magnetization
(the magnetizing field would be zero). Thus, a single Permalloy film can achieve 7/2
nutation but it can not induce perfect spin inversion. Experimentally, we are able to
measure the polarization
P = (Mz) - ' (4.2)
it + I
where IT and I are intensities of T) and |.) neutrons, respectively. Measurements of
polarization vs. tilt for 10 pm Permalloy are given in Fig. 4-1; a 7/2 nutation of the
magnetization corresponds to zero polarization.
The tilt of the film with respect to the face of the interferometer blades causes a
phase gradient across the vertical profile of the beam, dependent on the collimated
beam height h, guide field Bg, and the film tilt X. This is analyzed in detail in
Section 5.4.3.
Spin inversion can be accomplished using two consecutive 7F/2 rotators separated
by a distance di where the neutron precesses in the guide field. This is analogous
to the spin echo found in NMR was suggested as a neutron rotation technique by
Rekveldt et al. [18] using magnetized thin films. To nutate the spin from +2 to the
xy-plane, the first film must rotate the magnetization by an angle r; = cos-(- cot 2 a).
Experimentally, we tune about this theoretically predicted value by tilting the film
and measuring P = (M2) = 0. The magnetization must then precess about the
guide field until the point where an identical second film rotates the spin to -2. The
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Figure 4-1: Polarization vs. 10 pm Permalloy film tilt. The crossing with the horizon-
tal axis at - 52.5' represents the operating tilt at which the neutron spin is nutated
to the xy-plane from incident polarization along 2.
precession angle to accomplish this is
=cos- 1  (1 + 3 cos 2a) csc2a . (4.3)
2
Experimentally, the precession angle between the stacks is tuned to this value by either
varying the guide field B. or the inter-film spacing di. The full rotation sequence is
Rf(,q)R.( )Rf(-), where y and ( are the appropriate angles for spin inversion. This
two-film architecture eliminates the phase gradient present for a single tilted film. Our
measurements for two identically tilted 10 pm Permalloy films are given in Fig. 4-
2(a) for tuning by translation and in Fig. 4-2(b) for tuning by varying the guide
field. The translation measurement is limited by the the spacial constraints of the
interferometer; clearly, varying the guide field is a better tuning mechanism.
In the generalized case of an effective rotation angle 6O induced by each stack
and rotation by K about the guide field, the two film architecture corresponding to
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Figure 4-2: (a) Polarization vs. translation of downstream film for two tilted 10 pm
permalloy films with Bg = 16.4 G. Notice that less than one period of the sinusoid
is realized for this translation range. (b) Polarization vs. guide field for two tilted
10 pm permalloy films. The maxima represent operating points where the net spin
nutation is zero; the minima are the closest to a spin flip we were able to measure.
At low guide fields, the applied field is insufficient to saturate the Permalloy films.
The statistical uncertainty is smaller than the data points shown.
rotation sequence Rf(9t)R2(k)Rf(0t) results in a z-component of the magnetization
M2 =(cos 2 a + cos 0 sin 2 a) 2 - {[3 + cos(2a)] cos 0 + 2 sin 2 a} sin 2 a cos r sin2(2)
+ 4 cos a sin2 a sin K sin 2 sin Ot. (4.4)(2)(4)
For a given choice of parameters, this equation describes a simple sinusoid: the general
form is not simple because the sinusoid's amplitude, phase, and vertical translation
all depend nontrivially on the experimental parameters. We now turn to the imple-
mentation of a particular unitary operation in the interferometer using the Permalloy
rotators.
4.2 Experiment
The gate description of the NI experiment is given in Fig. 4-3. The entangling op-
eration is indicated by the dotted box of Fig. 4-3, implemented using two Permalloy
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Figure 4-3: Circuit model of split-path spin interferometer. The Rf (rj) symbol rep-
resents a rotation by angle r/ about the tilted film axis. The Z02 gate indicates a
rotation by angle 02 about z.
Permalloy Films=9 0 *y
Polarizer
V" Spin Flipper SF 1 =0*
B Field permeatesPhase Flag=* experiment
Figure 4-4: Schematic of split-path spin interferometer. The yellow arrows denote
the neutron polarization in the Iz) direction and are drawn in the xy-plane in order
to emphasize when the neutron is in a region of zero precession.
films, each tilted to induce a net 7r/2 nutation of the magnetization from incident
polarization parallel to Bg. The dependence on the path as the control qubit is easily
implemented by placing the films in only one beam path. The films are separated by
a distance where the neutron precesses in the guide field. Although the guide field
permeates both paths, the neutron spin in the lower path is in the It) eigenstate, so no
precession is observed. In the upper beam path, the neutron precesses about Bg by a
total angle 92. We present a theoretical description of the dependence of the measured
intensity on 62 in Section 4.2.1 and experimental measurements in Section 4.2.2.
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4.2.1 Theoretical Description
We begin assuming ideal, lossless interferometry with fully coherent recombination
of the wavefunctions. Our initial measurements are made in a high-contrast inter-
ferometer, the type typically used in interferometry experiments. We also perform
measurements in a low-contrast interferometer. This low contrast is likely due to
blade defects causing phase inhomogeneity across the beam profile.
We describe the neutron state at each point in the interferometry experiment
diagrammed in Fig. 4-4. For a review of the formalism used in this analysis, see
Section 2.4. After the polarizer, we have a spin polarized beam
| '/2) =|, +) (4.5)
In the current experiment the spin flipper SF1 is off, so it leaves the state unchanged:
13) =|7, +).- (4.6)
The first blade creates a coherent superposition over the two paths. For simplicity,
we assume that the transmission and reflection coefficients of all blades are 50%.
1
0 4) = (IT,+)+ IT, -)) (4.7)
We denote by the angles 01, 02, and 03 the dynamical phase acquired by the neutron
due to the guide field along before the first Permalloy film, between the first and
second films, and between the second film and detector, respectively. In Fig. 4-5,
Region I (teal) corresponds to 01, Region II (purple) to 02, and Region III (gray) to
03. Prior to the first Permalloy film, the neutron state is given by
05) = 2e (It, +)+ | t-)). (4.8)
The spins in the upper path are rotated by 90' about the x-axis by the first Permalloy
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Figure 4-5: Region designation for precession about guide field.
film,
| 06) = e 2 (1 , +)+ It, -) + 14, +)). (4.9)
The neutron experiences a precession of 02 about the z-axis due to the guide field
between the first and second permalloy films, such that the state becomes
7= 1( (4.10)7) = e2 (+2) |, +)+ It -) + ev2 ,
We treat the second blade as a mirror, and while there is a loss in intensity, there is
no loss of phase information. Renormalizing to ignore the lost neutrons, we obtain
1 -i(1 0)1 1 2
V '))= 2ei~ 2)(~ +) + v -) + j2e I4 (4.11)
Now the second permalloy films rotates the spins in the upper beam path by 900,
which now corresponds to the -) path after the second blade's mirror operation,
leading to
1 i (0+2 102\ t62 (02
| @9) - 1+2) (t,+) -'e 2 sin t, -)+ e 2 cos -) -. )
(4.12)
The neutron experiences a precession of 03 from the exit from the second Permalloy
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film to detection,
| 10) = - ei(1+02+03) ( 2 |T, +) + (1 - eiO2) | +, -)  es0s(1 + esO2)
2 V2'
(4.13)
The phase flag adds a relative phase # to the I +) path; any common absolute phase
in both paths can be factored out and will not be observed, and is omitted here for
simplicity. The neutron state becomes
n'ii) = 21/~ e- (0i+02+03) (2e1 It, +) + (1 - eiO2) 4f _) + e23(1 + ei02) ,_
(4.14)
Finally, the third blade acts as a Hadamard gate on the path degree of freedom, giving
|b12 ) =
(1 +00) F) e0
4e- i (- ei 2 + 2e'O) |t, +) -(1- esO2 + 2eO) rt, -)
+e +eiO2) I-, +) - ei3 (I + eO2) 4., -) . (4.15)
It is instructive to explicitly factor this final state in terms terms of the tensor
product, in order to isolate the spin and path behavior. If we factor in terms of the
spin, we obtain
)12)=
e-(Oi+92±93) { ) ® (1 _ e&2 + 2eid) (I +)- -))
+ l)@ [ez (1 + e O2) ( +)- -))] }. (4.16)
Similarly, if we factor out the path, we obtain
|012) =
4e + {(1 _ eiO2 + 2e'O) IT) + [es93 (I + eiO2)] 4)} 0 | )
- {(i - 2 + 2evd) It) + [e i3 (1 + eiO2 (4.17)
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These equivalent expressions of the final state | ' 12 ) represent the state of the neutron
upon exiting the interferometer. We now can manipulate the spin selectively in each
path using spin flippers SF2 in the 0-beam and SF3 in the H-beam, and we can
use the acceleration coil SF 4 in the 0-beam to vary precession with vertical field
strength. We can also use spin-sensitive detection by using detectors downstream of
our spin analyzers, or use spin-insensitive detection by using detectors upstream of
the analyzers.
If we denote the final state as
| V)12) =| Ot+)+ I VT-)+ | #)+)+ | 4_-) (4.18)
then the measured intensities are given by
10t = (VT+
IHT = t-
10 = (M+b
~b1'j
1
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4
4
(3 - cos 62 - 2 cos(0 2 - #) + 2 cos #)
(3 - cos 02
cos2 (62)
COS2 (2)
+ 2 cos(6 2 - #) - 2 cos #)
the 0 and H beams and average over the controlled nuclear phase #, we
(4.23)110T + IHT = (3 - COS 02) -
If we project along different spin eigenstates in the 0 and H beams, averaging over
the phase flag will destroy the contrast:
JOT + IH = (2 - COS(0 2 -- O) ±coS#)
1
104 + IHT = (2 + COS(6 2 - #) - COSq#).4
(4.24)
(4.25)
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If we sum
obtain
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)IH = 0- 1-)
Summing the 0 and H beams after projecting into the |4) state, we obtain
10 + IHg = Cos 2 ()= (1 + cOS 02 ) (4.26)
By making measurements of the result of Eq. (4.23) or Eq. (4.26), we are able to
observe spin-based contrast without any use of path coherence.
4.2.2 Measurements
Measurements were performed using two different interferometers. The first LLL
interferometer is a frequently employed one at the facility and is known to have high
contrast. For simplicity we call this the 'good' interferometer. The second, 'bad' split-
blade LLL interferometer was measured to have poor contrast at fabrication and has
never been used since. First, contrast measurements are taken with only the phase
flag inside each interferometer as diagrammed in Fig. 4-6(a) and Fig. 4-7(a). This
establishes the maximum contrast we can obtain for each respective interferometer.
We measured 82.5% contrast for the good interferometer and 23% contrast for the
bad interferometer. Data are reported in Figs. 4-6 and 4-7(b).
The contrast is limited to 1/3 as seen from Eq. (4.23). Thus, the contrast of the
good interferometer is reduced from 82.5% to approximately 1/3. However, notice in
the case of the bad interferometer, the contrast is increased from 23 to 31.6%: this
increase corresponds to five sigma.
4.2.3 Assorted Contrast Degradation Mechanisms
We demonstrate observation of spin contrast insensitive to a variety of path decoher-
ence mechanisms. Additionally, we project along |4) prior to measurement such that
the result of Eq. (4.26) is observed. This spin projection operator is accomplished ex-
perimentally by using a spin rotator downstream of the interferometer but upstream
of the spin analyzers. The circuit model of the experiment is diagrammed in Fig. 4-8.
Measurements were first performed on the good interferometer. The experiment
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Figure 4-6: Measurements for controlled-unitary experiment, good interferometer: (a)
Maximum contrast of empty interferometer with phase flag, (b) Data for controlled-
unitary gate using two tilted Permalloy rotators.
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Figure 4-7: Measurements for controlled-unitary experiment, bad interferometer: (a)
Maximum contrast of empty interferometer with phase flag, (b) Data for controlled-
unitary gate using two tilted Permalloy rotators. The split blade is a distinguishing
feature fabricated for a particular experiment in the past, and is unrelated with the
low contrast of the interferometer.
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Figure 4-8: Circuit model of split-path spin interferometer with pre-measurement
spin flip.
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Figure 4-9: Measurements for controlled-unitary experiment with pre-measurement
spin flip, good interferometer, fixed phase flag. (a) Experiment schematic. (b) Tem-
perature measurements over duration of experimental measurements. TopA is a sen-
sor at the bottom of the Al box, TopD is near the base of the interferometer, and
BottomB is on the wall of the Al box closest to the guide. (c) Data for controlled-
unitary gate using two tilted Permalloy rotators.
is diagrammed in Fig. 4-9. The result can be obtained in two ways. First, the phase
flag was varied and we average over different phase flag positions at a given guide
field; this shows that we are entirely independent of a random nuclear phase #. The
rotation angle 0 is directly proportional to the guide field in the circuit model Fig. 4-8,
which we are able to vary it experimentally by tuning the supply current through the
Helmholtz coils. Results for this experiment are reported in Fig. 4-9(c). The contrast
is measured to be 79.2% ± 1.5%.
An equivalent result can be obtained by fixing the phase flag and varying the
guide field. The results are reported in Fig. 4-10(c) and show 78.1% ± 1.4% contrast.
Note that in both cases, the temperature is fluctuating over a range of several degrees
celsius, resulting in near-zero contrast in the path degree of freedom. The temperature
fluctuation is caused by the varying current supplied to the Helmholtz coils to generate
the guide field.
Another mechanism to eliminate path-based contrast is to insert fused silica wedge
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Figure 4-10: Measurements for controlled-unitary experiment with pre-measurement
spin flip, good interferometer, varied phase flag. (a) Experiment schematic. (b)
Temperature measurements over duration of experimental measurements (labels in
Fig. 4-9). (c) Data for controlled-unitary gate using two tilted Permalloy rotators.
in one beam path as diagrammed in Fig. 4-11(a). This introduces a phase gradient
across the neutron beam and eliminates contrast entirely, within error, as reported
in the top plot of Fig. 4-11(c). However, the contrast measured in the spin degree of
freedom remains high at 82.2% t 1.9%. Note the temperature continues to fluctuate
over a range of several degrees Celsius.
Finally, the measurement is repeated using the bad interferometer with a path-
based contrast of ~ 20%. We observe 76.6% t±1.5% contrast. The experimental setup
and results are shown in Fig. 4-12.
The measurement is independent of blade imperfections and dependent on the
magnetic properties of between the ir/2 rotators in one path of the NI. Here, we
characterize the precession about the guide field between the two rotators as a proof-
of-principle in place of an actual sample. Since we observe the interference even
when averaging over different phase flag rotations, the path degree of freedom carries
no information (since # is randorn) but the spin has full contrast. Further, the
measurement is neither insensitive to the nuclear SLD pN nor any non-magnetic
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Figure 4-11: Measurements for controlled-unitary experiment with pre-measurement
phase flip, good interferometer, fused silica wedge. (a) Experiment schematic. (b)
Temperature measurements over duration of experimental measurements (labels in
Fig. 4-9). (c) Contrast measurements and data for controlled-unitary gate using two
tilted Permalloy rotators.
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Figure 4-12: Measurements for controlled-unitary experiment with pre-measurement
spin flip, bad interferometer. (a) Experiment schematic. (b) Temperature measure-
ments over duration of experimental measurements (labels in Fig. 4-9). (c) Data for
controlled-unitary gate using two tilted Permalloy rotators.
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Experiment D (cm) 0 -da, (cm) -ad., (cm)
Good NI, Vary # 3.61 0.02 0.01
Good NI, Fixed 4 3.63 0.02 0.01
Good NI, Wedge 3.62 0.02 0.01
Bad NI 3.59 0.02 0.01
Table 4.1: Fit results for proof-of-principle sample magnetization experiment.
cross-section of the sample. From Eq. (4.26), the observed intensity for a non-ideal
interferometer is
I+ IH =cO c1 Cos(02 + =Co + c1 cos - B + (4.27)he
where co and ci are constants, the contrast C = c1/co, D is the path length between
the 7r/2 rotators, B is the applied field along 2, and is a phase offset.
The fit results for the four experiments plotted above are reported in Table 4.1.
We have direct control over B by varying the supply current though Helmholtz coils
surrounding the experiment, and calculate the neutron path length between the two
7r/2 rotators. The statistical uncertainty dtat is almost entirely due to uncertain-
ties in the interferogram fit parameters; the contribution of uncertainty in A is more
than two orders of magnitude smaller. The statistical uncertainty can be reduced by
counting for a longer time. The systematic uncertainty o,,, is due to the modeled
magnetic field variation along the neutron path. The results agree within experimen-
tal uncertainty.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a split-blade spin-based interferometer where we used a
Bragg interferometer to obtain path separation between two spin states. We demon-
strated contrast measurements of over 80% in multiple experiment geometries without
use of the path coherence. We also showed a proof-of-principle experiment to deter-
mine a sample's magnetization agreed for all four geometries within experimental
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uncertainty. However, this measurement does not provide a clear benefit in materials
characterization to a single-path measurement without interferometry.
Nevertheless, this experience was valuable in gaining insight into future applica-
tions of QIP to NI. The engineering challenges we faced in rotating the neutron
within the space constraints of the interferometer led us to develop a new spin rota-
tor discussed in the next chapter. Further, we propose a novel experiment applying
QIP to NI to report on spin information through measurements of the path degree of
freedom in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
FeCoV Remnant Magnetization
Spin Rotators
In this chapter, we discuss a novel design for a key enabling component for our
program of polarized neutron interferometry experiments: a neutron spin rotator for
use between the blades of the neutron interferometer. While many rotator designs
are employed in polarized neutron scattering experiments, the interferometer imposes
several unique design criteria for which most existing designs are not well-suited. We
will briefly survey existing techniques and outline these criteria before presenting our
design.
5.1 Neutron Spin Rotators
Experiments with polarized neutrons often require that the mutual orientation be-
tween the neutron spin M and the magnetic guide field BG be changed. Devices that
manipulate the orientation of M are called spin rotators; a special sub-class of spin
rotators that change M by 7r radians are called spin flippers.
Design Criteria for Spin Rotators inside the NI
The design objective is to rotate the neutron spin in one beam path while leaving
the other path unaffected, as illustrated in Fig. 5-1. The incident 2 x 8 mm2 beam
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Figure 5-1: Overhead schematic of NI with film rotator in path I. The film can be
placed at any position in path I as space allows for a given experiment, as long as it
does not intersect path II. The neutron beam is incident from the left and polarized
by a supermirror. A DC spin flipper manipulates the incident spin orientation. Two
supermirror analyzers downstream of the interferometer permit polarization analysis.
Detection is accomplished by two 3He proportional counters.
is monochromatic (mean wavelength A = 2.71 A) with separation between the two
paths ~ 37 mm at the widest point. The beam width increases by 2 mm at each
interferometer blade due to the Bormann fan effect.
Several design criteria arise from experimental constraints:
1. Compactness: The rotator must be compact enough to fit in between the
blades (separation 40 mm) and not contact the blades during operation.
2. Minimal Stray Field: The stray field in path II caused by the rotator should
be minimized, as it causes undesired rotation of the neutron in path II. This
effect is quantifiable and will be considered in Section 5.2.4.
3. Uniformity: Any rotator that introduces material into the beam must be
uniform over the beam size to avoid dephasing. Some experiments have circum-
vented this in the past by using special alloys with index of refraction n = 1,
but we choose to avoid this due to fabrication cost and lead time.
4. Material Restrictions: Material composition and thickness in the beam path
should be chosen to minimize radiative capture and small-angle scattering,
which reduce flux and increase background counts.
5. Heatless: NI is extremely sensitive to temperature fluctuations: gradients of
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- 10 mK can cause loss of contrast. Therefore the rotator must be heatless by
design or incorporate active cooling.
6. Tunability: The rotator must be tunable to allow for experimental deviation
from design parameters.
Before proposing our solution to this design problem, we briefly review past ap-
proaches to spin rotation inside the NI and their respective performance with regard
to these design criteria.
5.1.1 Previous Spin Rotators used in NI
Previous NI experiments used air-gap electromagnet [90], tunable SmCo magnet [107],
and Mu-metal torus [89, 46] designs as well as actively cooled DC [98], foil [3] and
RF [6, 10] coils. Graphical depictions are shown in Fig. 5-2.
The electro- and permanent magnets have poor field homogeneity, restricting beam
size and thus neutron flux. Electromagnets also generate heat. Historically, this has
been abated by physically placing the coil at a distance from the interferometer, as
seen in Fig. 5-2(a). These techniques are the oldest and are not commonly used in
more recent experiments.
The torus, DC coil, and foil rotators introduce material into the beam that must
be uniform, unless the material is custom fabricated as an alloy having index of
refraction n = 1. Non-uniformity leads to varying nuclear phase shift across the beam
profile, causing a reduction in contrast by dephasing. However, even uniform, flat
materials also causes loss of contrast due to longitudinal coherence effects discussed
in Section 5.4.1.
Designs based on a torus architecture using a high permeability material such as
Mu-metal are conceptually appealing because the return fields should be contained
within the structure. However, in practice the large magnetizing fields that must be
generated to saturate the metal also generate large stray fields in the vicinity of the
structure. Due to the thickness of the sample and the large scattering cross section
of Mu-metal, there is a substantial loss of contrast if the rotator is used in only one
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Figure 5-2: Past designs of neutron spin rotators inside the neutron interferometer:
(a) air-gap electromagnet; (b) tunable SmCo magnet; (c) Mu-metal torus; (d) actively
cooled anodized Al foil coils. Figures from [90, 107, 89, 3].
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beam path: historically, this has been offset by placing rotators in both paths either
as separate components, as in Fig. 5-2(c), or as one large torus spanning both beam
paths [46]. This introduces an additional systematic uncertainty because the neutron
spin is being rotated through many periods in both paths, and a net rotation is
realized as the difference between the precession in each path.
All actively cooled designs regardless of architecture are bulky, and fabrication of
the cooling apparatus can be cumbersome. Many of the designs can only be applied
to skew-symmetric interferometers due to their size. For the RF flipper, the photon
exchange in the excitation process causes a change in energy that must be offset to
observe the interference [6].
5.1.2 Passive Magnetic Film Rotators
The use of passive magnetic films as Larmor precession-based rotators was proposed
by Rekveldt et al. [103]. Zero remanence films must be magnetized in situ, often
by tilting in an applied field; this successfully achieves a 900 rotation but can not
produce a spin flip with a single film. Both coil-based architectures and thin film
flippers share Larmor precession as their underlying operating mechanism. However,
the two approaches feature very different systematic effects.
Early experiments [73, 8] using DC coil flippers solved Eq. (2.87) directly to deter-
mine the coil thickness; the current was tuned by matching the coil field to the guide
field. However, van Laar et al. [102] outlined several assumptions that are implicit
in this calculation, namely:
" The field within the coil is perfectly homogeneous
" Only the guide field is present outside the coils, i.e. there is no coil fringe field
" Precession only occurs within the coil; outside, it adiabatically follows the guide
field
While early experiments were able to tune their flippers to satisfactory performance,
the assumptions above are not strictly valid. This resulted in systematic errors that
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caused rotator performance experiments to differ, sometimes largely, from calculations
[102].
Film-based rotators offer different systematic effects as compared to coil-based
architectures. Saturated magnetic thin films feature superb homogeneity as long as
the neutron beam path does not intersect many magnetic domains. Further, they
distort the applied guide field by acting as very thin bar magnets. This effect leads
to a much smaller distortion of the guide field near the film edge than the return field
of the DC coil [86].
Permalloy (NisoFe2O; denote as Py) electrodeposited onto a Si substrate has been
used as a rotator in the thickness range - 10 pm by Pynn et al. [86]. However,
Py and all materials used by past film-based architectures have zero magnetic rema-
nence, so they must be magnetized by an external field during operation. Pynn et
al. tilted the Py films with respect to a neutron guide field, such that the component
of the field along the tilted film direction would magnetically saturate the Py. This
method successfully achieved a 1 rotation, but it can not produce a 7r rotation with a2
single film. We have improved upon this limitation with a new remanent film rotator
architecture described below.
5.2 Single Film Remnant Rotators
We propose a novel solution using high remanence magnetic thin films. The pro-
posed architecture is a monochromatic device that can be operated for a range of
neutron wavelengths by tuning experimental parameters while using the same films.
Film-based rotators can be fabricated to arbitrary size specification, enabling use in
compact spaces on the order of several cm 2. Flux loss due to absorption and small-
angle scattering for the film specification tested in this paper (0.5 pum FeCoV on 0.875
mm Si) is 1%; the loss due to Si is nearly two orders of magnitude greater than that
due to FeCoV, so using smaller substrates mitigates this effect. NI measurements are
sensitive to neutron phase, giving rise to several additional constraints. Material must
be uniform over the beam size to avoid dephasing: these films have non-uniformity
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Figure 5-3: Schematic of remanent magnetization film rotator setup. (a) The neutron
spin adiabatically follows the guide field BG outside of the rotator. After traversing
the rotator, the neutron spin has achieved its final magnetization by Larmor preces-
sion about the field it experiences in the film. (b) Two-dimensional view of fields in
the plane of the film. The neutron is incident with a magnetization Mo; it sees an
effective total field BT = BF + BG where BF is the saturated magnetization of the
film. The angle of BT is very exaggerated, since BF/BG ~ 1500.
< 0.5% over an area of 10 cm2 limiting phase variation to < 0.04'. The path length
through the substrate introduces a nuclear phase shift that can be offset by a similar
substrate in the other beam path. The device is fully passive, avoiding temperature
gradients that reduce interferometer contrast. Stray field components cause unde-
sired rotation of the neutron in the second beam path, but we present results in
Section 5.2.4 demonstrating that this effect is small.
5.2.1 Design
Model of Spin Dynamics
Assume that the neutron adiabatically follows the guide field BG in Fig. 5-3 when
it is incident upon the rotator. Further, assume an immediate transition at the film
boundary in the ambient field from the guide field BG to the internal field of the film
BF; this non-adiabatic process will cause the spin M to precess about BT = BF + BG
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following Eq. (2.86) for the duration of time it is in the film. Assume an immediate
change in ambient field upon existing the film from BT to BG, such that Eq. (2.86)
now describes the precession of the neutron spin M about BG-
This simple model allows us to calculate the spin dynamics via three-dimensional
vector equation Eq. (2.86) in regions within and outside the film. The results discussed
below demonstrate that this model accurately describes the measurements observed
in experiment.
Tuning Mechanism
The zero remanence magnetic films first proposed by Rekveldt et al. [103] were
magnetized in situ by tilting in an applied guide field BG, as diagrammed in Fig. 5-
4(a). To achieve a spin flip with a single film, the film field should be oriented
orthogonal to the neutron spin; however, this is not achievable through this tuning
mechanism since the magnetizing field BG1 -+ 0 (see Fig. 5-4(a)). A spin flip is
achieved through a three step process where the first film is tuned to be rotate the
neutron 90', then it precesses in the plane orthogonal to the quantization axis precisely
the amount such that a second film causes another 900 rotation. Either BG or the
distance between the films must be tuned to achieve a spin flip. The process is
diagrammed in Fig. 5-5(a) and visualized on the Bloch sphere in Fig. 5-5(b).
Use of a remnant film offers a simpler tuning mechanism and the ability to achieve
a spin flip in a single component. The architecture is diagrammed in Fig. 5-4(b). As
the film is tilted by an angle 0, the neutron path length through the film D increases
according to the relation
d
D = d(5.1)
cos 0
where d is the thickness of the film. The relative angle between the neutron spin M
and the film field BF remains unchanged. This allows the film magnetization to be
oriented orthogonal to the incident beam polarization, achieving maximum net spin
rotation from incident polarization.
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Figure 5-4: (a) Tuning of zero remanence magnetic films. The film is tilted by an
angle 9 from vertical. The component of the magnetic field parallel the film, BGil,
must be greater than the magnetizing field strength for the film material. (b) Tuning
of remnant magnetization films. Notice that as the film is tilted, the path length D
increases while the mutual angle between the neutron spin and film field BF remains
unchanged.
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Figure 5-5: (a) Tuning of two zero remanence magnetic films to achieve a spin flip.
(b) Bloch sphere visualization of a spin flip with two zero remanence films
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Material Selection
We seek a material with high remanence and high saturation magnetization that
neither significantly attenuates the beam nor activates in the neutron beam. Fe/Co
alloys have the highest saturation magnetization of all known magnetic alloys.The
saturation magnetization is described by the Slater-Pauling curve, which gives the
net magnetic moment per atom as a function of the material composition in magnetic
elements and alloys. It peaks at roughly 2.5 Bohr magnetons per atom for a Fe/Co
alloy with about 35% cobalt.
Fe/Co alloys feature a high Curie temperature Tc = 1223 K, so they retain ferro-
magnetic properties at room temperature. In addition to high saturation magnetiza-
tion, they have low magnetocrystalline anisotropy [78]. Further, these alloys have a
large positive magnetostriction coefficient A8, causing their magnetic properties to be
very sensitive to internal strain; this makes them excellent candidates for high-field
thin films. For example, bulk Fe5 0 Co5 O has A, = 8.34 x 10-5 [24]. For comparison,
bulk polycrystalline Fe has A, = -0.8 x 10-, Ni has A, = -(2.5 - 4.7) x 10~5, and
Co has A, = -(5.0 - 6.0) x 10-5 [19].
For technical applications, pure equiatomic FeCo alloys are extremely brittle; one
solution is to add small amounts of vanadium. The vanadium also increases alloy resis-
tivity and therefore eddy current losses are reduced. For these neutron spin rotators,
we selected Fe5 0 Co 48V 2 (commercially Vacoflux50) films for their large remanence
(> 95%) and high saturation magnetization (2.35 T). FeCoV is commercially avail-
able and inexpensive. Magnetic properties of FeCoV have been previously studied in
multilayer structures by neutron reflectometry [101] and 3D neutron depolarization
[60].
5.2.2 Magnetic Hysteresis Loops
Magnetic hysteresis measurements are important to studying the properties of mag-
netic thin films, and calculating key parameters such as the remanence and coercivity.
Magnetic hysteresis loops measured by SwissNeutronics for 0.4 pm FeCoV driven to
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Figure 5-6: Magnetization vs. applied field comparison for 0.4 pm FeCoV and iron.
The magnetizing field is applied parallel to either the easy or hard axis of magneti-
zation. Plot and measurements c/o SwissNeutronics (Klingnau, Switzerland).
saturation are given in Fig. 5-6 along with similar Fe measurements for comparison.
The magnetizing field required for saturation is several hundred gauss. Once magne-
tized, FeCoV films maintain a remanent magnetization even when a field is applied
oblique to the easy magnetization axis.
We performed measurements for the thicker (0.5, 2.0, 5.3) pum films at the Mag-
netization Characterization Laboratory at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology. A photograph of the instrument is presented in Fig. 5-7. Maximum ap-
plied field for these experiments is 250 Oe an excitation frequency of 10 Hz, limited
by heating of the Helmholtz coils. Easy and hard axes are determined by rotating
the sample in the applied field and finding the maximum and minimum coercivi-
ties, respectively. The results presented in Fig. 5-8 are normalized to the maximum
measured B field with applied H field oriented along each film's easy axis. In Fig. 5-
9, the hysteresis loops for each thickness film, with applied field oriented along the
easy axis, are given normalized to a common maximum. Remanence and coercivity
measurements are quoted in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5-7: B-H analyzer experiment setup, (a) perspective view and (b) zoomed in
to sample holder and target.
Table 5.1: Magnetic Properties of Hysteresis Loops
Film Thickness Axis Remanence (%) Coercivity (Oe)
0.5 pm easy 96.2 62.5
hard 12.0 38.7
2.0 pm easy 80.5 69.3
hard 36.2 47.8
5.3 pm easy 81.0 57.8
hard 27.9 54.5
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Figure 5-8: Magnetic hysteresis loops for (a) 0.5, (b) 2.0, and (c) 5.3 pIm FeCoV films.
Each is normalized to the maximum magnetization for its easy axis. The sample is 1
cm 2 on 0.875 mm Si, and the location of the easy and hard axes are determined by
maximizing and minimizing coercivity, respectively. Note that the sample holder has
a resolution of ±50.
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Figure 5-9: Easy axis magnetic hysteresis loops for (0.5, 2.0, 5.3) pm FeCoV films.
Here, magnetization is normalized to the maximum magnetization of the 0.5 pm easy
axis loop.
5.2.3 Fabrication
The FeCoV films were sputtered onto 0.875 mm Si substrates with a 50 A Ti adhesion
layer in three different thicknesses: 0.5, 2.0, and 5.3 Am. Fabrication was performed
by SwissNeutronics. Multiple thicknesses are needed because these films are thicker
than those studied in the literature, so we must empirically determine the thickness
regime where the coatings exhibit thin film magnetic properties. The 5.3 pm film
would induce a 900 precession for 2.71 A neutrons if the film is saturated at 2.35 T.
One of the attractive features of the remnant film design is the ability to fabricate
the rotators to any size specification required for a particular experiment. This was
tested in two ways: coating pre-cut Si wafers, and coating full-size wafers that were cut
post-fabrication using a diamond saw. We found both to be experimentally robust.
Further, the film magnetization axis can be defined at fabrication to any direction
that is convenient, but is then fixed.
We specified 25 x 50 mm rectangular films with the easy axis oriented along
the longer directionAs discussed earlier, the magnetic properties of FeCoV are very
sensitive to internal strain. We found that at the 5.3 pm thickness, two films suffered
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Figure 5-10: Photograph of fabricated 5.3 pm FeCoV coated Si wafers. The middle
two wafers show delamination observed after fabricating some of the thicker samples;
however, two 5.3 pm films were still intact and used for testing. Such delamination
was not observed in the thinner coatings.
massive delamination from mechanical shock during shipping, shown in Fig. 5-10(b).
Many suffered the same delamination immediately after fabrication. Despite these
challenges, two 5.3 pm films adhered and were available for testing. These problems
were not observed in the 0.5 and 2.0 pm films.
5.2.4 Stray Field Characterization
Film-based rotators offer different systematic effects as compared to coil-based ar-
chitectures. Saturated magnetic thin films feature superb field homogeneity in film,
and can generate smaller stray fields than the return field of a DC coil. We wish to
quantify these stray fields because they will cause a distortion of the guide field in
the second beam path. If this distortion is large enough, the stray fields could cause
either an undesired deflection of the neutron away from the polarization direction
(adiabatic case) or even spin precession for large stray fields (non-adiabatic case).
The condition for adiabatic rotation can be expressed in terms of the frequency
Q with which the field BA= BG + Bs changes, where BG is the guide field and Bs
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is the stray field caused by the film. The frequency is given by
dBA/dt (5.2)
|BA|
and there are two limiting cases. If Q < WL, the neutron spin M follows the field BT
adiabatically. If Q > WL, we observe precession about BT.
Model
We modeled the film and its stray fields via boundary integral methods using the
Mathematica add-on Radia [37, 25] and calculated the stray field in the neighborhood
of the film. As compared with finite element method (FEM) approaches, this offers
the benefit that the vacuum need not be meshed. Thus, once the relaxation procedure
is completed, the magnetic field and field integrals can be computed anywhere in space
regardless of the distance to the field-producing film. This comes at the expense of fast
divergence of memory requirements in the number of elements in the film subdivision.
The results are presented in Fig. 5-11. For a B0 = 1.5 mT 2 guide field, the stray
field strength varies from BS/BG =0.25% to 0.5% along the beam cross-section.
Measurements
To confirm the model, we measured the stray field using a LakeShore multi-axis Hall
probe and three-channel gaussmeter. The instrument's resolution is 0.5 PT so we are
able to resolve these small fields. The experiment is shown in Fig. 5-12. The Hall
probe is mounted in a (nonmagnetic) aluminum arm mounted on a three-axis stage.
The probe is calibrated in a zero-gauss chamber. The measurement is performed
without the film installed and subtracted from the field map with the film installed
to compensate for Earth's field and the ambient field due to surrounding objects.
The data are shown in Fig. 5-11(c) overlaid onto modeled behavior and show ex-
cellent correspondence with the model. With this confirmation, we can now quantify
the effect of the stray fields on the neutron interferometer.
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Figure 5-11: (a) Neutron spin with magnetization parallel to guide field incident normal to film stack. The green regions
represent FeCoV; dark gray represents Si. The stack can be tilted by an angle x about vertical or rotated by # about Z^. We
define x = 4 = 0 when the film stack is normal to the impinging neutron beam. Thickness of FeCoV layers is exaggerated for
visibility, as dS/df = 1750 for our experiments. (b) Vector density plot of the calculated stray fields generated by a saturated
0.5 pm FeCoV film in the light gray shaded region adjacent to the short film edge. (c) B variation along the L1 and L2 axes as
illustrated in part (b). The points correspond to measurements with uncertainty indicated separately for clarity. Lines indicate
model predictions from part (b).
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Figure 5-12: Experiment setup for magnetic field mapping measurements of FeCoV
films. The three-axis linear translation stage is mounted on an 80/20 frame that is
leveled. The FeCoV film is mounted in a sample holder that is also leveled.
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Figure 5-13: Stray field Bs variation along (a) Path I and (b) Path II due to FeCoV
film.
Effect of Stray Fields on NI
Using the Radia model, we compute the field along Paths I and II in Fig. 5-14(a).
We compute the parameter |Q|, we compute its variation along the path length s as
dB dBds dB
dt ds dt ds
where s can be along Path I or II, and v is the neutron velocity. The field variation
at the center of the beam along Path I = P1P 2 and Path II = PiP is plotted in
Fig. 5-13(a) and Fig. 5-13(b), respectively.
We compute that Q < WL, differing by five orders of magnitude. Thus, the neutron
adiabatically follows BA, causing a deflection from incident polarization along BG by
an angle ( as illustrated in Fig. 5-14(b). The deflection angle ( is given by
(BV + B2,
= tan-1  (5.4)
(BG + BsZ
For 2.71 A neutrons incident onto a (111) LLL interferometer with a 0.5 pm film
placed halfway between blades 1 and 2 in a 15 G guide field, we calculate the maximum
deflection along Path I is (1 < 0.3' and along Path II is 2 < 0.7'. At interference at
the third blade at point P4 , the deflection is only 0.020.
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Figure 5-14: (a) Interferometer schematic showing measurement points P 1 _4 along
the neutron beam paths and the path axes s, and sr. (b) Deflection from incident
polarization caused by the stray field Bs. Note that the magnitude of the stray field
components is greatly exaggerated to show the deflection angle.
While the reduction of guide field increases the effect of stray fields, the change is
very small. We can express the deflection angle of Eq. (5.4) as
B 2 + Bs20 (-1)n(tan-1 V + = tan- 1(7) = O( (r/)2n-1 (5.5)
taBG + Bs' _O 2n + 1
which is approximately linear in rj for small values. For example, decreasing the guide
field from 15 G to 5 G will approximately triple these small deflection angles.
5.2.5 In-Plane Field Characterization via Polarized Neutron
Reflectometry
Since the FeCoV films we fabricated are thicker than those studied in the literature,
we need to test whether the films are saturated and have thin film magnetic prop-
erties, or have bulk magnetic properties with multiple domains. Polarized neutron
reflectometry (PNR) is a technique sensitive to the depth-dependent composition
and in-plane vector magnetic structure of thin film materials. PNR is well-suited to
characterize the in-plane magnetic field structure of FeCoV films.
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We performed specular PNR measurements at the NG1 Reflectometer at the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to study the depth-dependent
vector magnetization of the FeCoV films. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5-
15. The incident 0.2 x 25 mm beam is monochromatic with A = 4.75 A and
AA/A < 1.5%. The films were mounted with 20 mT applied field in-plane along
the easy axis after saturation in 5 T at a separate superconducting magnet.
Measurements included non-spin-flip R++ and R__ (NSF) and spin-flip R+- and
R-+ (SF) processes. The + and - labels refer to the incident and outgoing beam
polarization with respect to the quantization axis, + e1t) and - |4=>), where the
quantization axis is defined by the applied magnetic field Bapp, at the sample. The
Rj are measured by selecting the beam polarization via two supermirror polarizers
and two Al coil spin flippers as shown in Fig. 5-15.
The experiment geometry is illustrated in Fig. 5-16. Specular reflection implies
the incident and reflected angles are equal, 02 = - 0. The momentum transfer
Q is maintained to be perpendicular to the film surface. In this geometry, Q =
Q2 = 47 sin(0)/A: we vary Q by changing the incident angle 0. The neutron spin
quantization axis P is perpendicular to both Q and the scattering plane defined by
neutron wavevectors before and after reflection, ki and kf.
Define tangential and normal components of the in-plane film magnetization M
M11 + M1 _ with respect to the neutron quantization axis P | Bappi. Specular PNR
is not sensitive to the magnetization component normal to the scattering plane, but
we expect this to be small due to the shape anisotropy. The NSF channels depend
both on the material-dependent nuclear scattering length density (SLD) PN and the
magnetic SLD pM ,
R oc pN PM11 2. (5.6)
The SLDs are given by PN = Nb, where N is the atomic density and b is the neutron
scattering length, and pM oc M11. The SF scattering is purely magnetic in origin,
R+- = R-+ oc |PM 2, (5.7)
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Figure 5-15: Polarized neutron reflectometry setup at the NG-1 beamline at NIST. The mean wavelength is selected by a
pyrolytic graphite monochromator downstream of a Be filter. The incident and outgoing neutron beam polarization is selected
via two supermirror polarizers and Al coil spin flippers. Four slits control beam size and absorb scattered neutrons. Detector
counts are normalized by referencing to fixed monitor counts or fixed count time. The FeCoV film is mounted with easy axis
of magnetization parallel to the applied field Bai. The incident neutron beam is fixed; as the sample is rotated by an angle
9, the analyzer and detector are rotated by 29 to detect the specular reflectivity. Note that the applied field B,,pp is a guide
field, not the magnetizing field for the film: the films are magnetized to saturation before the reflectometry measurements at a
separate facility. Illustration from [53] with modifications for clarity.
or
- Wavelength k = 4.75 A, £&/x < 1.5%
- Flux "1.3 x 104 n/(s cm 2)
- Measurable feature thickness ~ 15 A to ~ 5,000 A
* Polarization efficiency "98%
Q = 4r sin(,/,)
|t
Specular reflection
0= Of 6_
Q .L Bapp1 . span(ki, kf)
(scattering plane)
Figure 5-16: Scattering plane geometry for specular polarized neutron reflectometry.
In the specular geometry, the incident and reflected angles are equal, O =f 9_= 0.
The scattering plane is defined as span(ki, kf), and is orthogonal to both Q and the
applied field Bayp. We characterize the in-plane magnetization M in parallel M11 and
perpendicular M 1 components.
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Figure 5-17: Polarized neutron reflectometry measurements of FeCoV thin films. For
the 0.5 pm film in (a), the data are consistent with saturation where magnetization
remains aligned along the same direction; however, in (b) the 5.3 pm film is not
saturated. See discussion in the text.
where pM± oc M1 . Solving directly for M11 and M1 is not simple. It is sufficient for
our purposes to deduce whether the films are saturated by observing if M11 > M1 ,
and whether it rotates in the plane as we increase 0 and probe deeper into the film.
In Fig. 5-17(a) we plot the unnormalized reflected intensity Rij as a function of
Q for the 0.5 pm film. A geometrical "footprint" correction has not been made: had
it been applied, the NSF reflected intensities below the critical Q-values for total
external reflection (Qc,+ r 0.021, Qc__ m 0.009) would have been nearly constant,
corresponding to unit reflectivity. The NSF reflected intensity R++ between the
two critical Q-values is approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that for
the SF scattering, nearly the same ratio as the instrumental polarization efficiency.
This indicates that the FeCoV film magnetization is saturated parallel to P. Such is
decidedly not the case for the 5.3 pm film, whose polarized neutron reflected intensities
are plotted in Fig. 5-17(b). Here the data are consistent with the presence of magnetic
domains that are not saturated along a direction normal to the scattering plane.
Due to limited experimental beamtime, we were unable to make PNR measure-
ments for the 2.0 pm films. However, these were tested directly in the prototype
rotators work discussed in Section 5.3, and both they and the 5.3 pm films did not
conform to calculations; the 0.5 pm films matched calculations very well. We at-
tribute this to multiple magnetic domains that are not saturated along a common
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direction. The transition away from thin film magnetic properties must occur some-
where in the range 0.5 pm to 2.0 im, and we expect to test intermediate thicknesses
in future experiments.
5.3 Prototype Stacked FeCoV Film Rotators
5.3.1 Equivalent Unitary Rotation of Stacked Films
The rotator design objective is to nutate the neutron magnetization M from incident
orientation parallel to a guide field BGZ by an angle T = cos- 1 M. The azimuthal
angle of the magnetization is not important to most polarized experiments. The
bound on saturated film thickness limits the neutron precession that can be induced
at a given wavelength. We achieve larger rotations by stacking multiple FeCoV coated
Si substrates as illustrated in Fig. 5-11(a). Let the neutron beam propagate along X
normal to a stack of n FeCoV-coated Si substrates with film field oriented along Q.
The stack implements the unitary operator U = (USUF)" where Us = exp(iOsu/2)
and UF = exp(iOFUy/2) are the rotations in a single Si or FeCoV layer, respectively.
In terms of experimental parameters, OS,F = |2mIpBG,FdS,F (h2k cos x)I where m is
the neutron mass, p its magnetic moment, and x is an experimentally controlled tilt
angle about D. The net effect of the stack on the neutron magnetization is equivalent
to an effective rotation of , about axis j, described by operator U = exp(iOO- -
where
01 2 cos- 1 cos cos O ; O,= no1  (5.8)
sin Os sin OF( 2
Cos sin .(59)
sin Ll
sin 0 cos OF2 2/
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Parametrize j by spherical angles a = cos- 1 (j2) and / tan-1 (j,/jz). These are
given by
a c 1 [13- 2 sin(Os/2) cos(OF/2) (5.10)
3- cos(Os) - Cos( 6 F) - COS()s) cOS(6F
and # = tan- [cot(Os/2)]. A single stack can nutate the magnetization by any angle
T < Tmax(BG, ds). Note Tma, < 7 because j is not perpendicular to the incident
magnetization, so a perfect spin flip can not be achieved with a single stack. Further,
for NI applications the stack tilt induces a phase gradient across the vertical profile of
the beam dependent on BG, X, and collimated beam height h: this effect is discussed
in detail in Section 5.4; more details on the equivalent rotation derivation are discussed
in Appendix A.
5.3.2 Neutron Transmission
We consider the transmission of neutrons through the FeCoV and Si layers of a stacked
rotation, modeling each as a plane slab of thickness dF and ds, respectively. The angle
of incidence is assumed sufficiently large so that reflection at the boundaries can be
neglected. Then the fraction of incident neutrons that are transmitted by the slab is
given by the transmissivity [95]
Ti = e-itidi (5.11)
where p is the number density, ot = a +Ud is the total collision cross section including
contributions from both absorption and scattering, and the subscript indicates which
material. Assuming normal incidence, the total flux loss through a 0.5 pIm FeCoV
film on 0.875 mm Si described below is 1%; for 10 films, it is approximately 10%.
The loss due to Si is nearly two orders of magnitude greater than that due to FeCoV,
so using smaller substrates significantly mitigates this effect: 10, 0.5 mm substrates
yield 6% loss and 0.25 mm substrates give 3% loss.
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ZSpin Flipper FeCoV Stack BG Detector
Figure 5-18: Illustration of experimental setup for testing stacked FeCoV rotators.
Photographs of selected components are indicated. See description in the text.
5.3.3 Experimental Design
We tested the FeCoV films as spin rotators at the Neutron Optics and Interferometer
Facility at NIST. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 5-18. The beamline
used had mean wavelength A = 2.71 A with AA/A < 1%. Two polarizing super-
mirrors kept in a permanent magnetic field are used as a spin polarizer (97%) and
analyzer (89%); the lower analyzing efficiency is caused by diminished performance
at this wavelength for the analyzing supermirror [94]. Incident spin orientation is
manipulated by DC flipper coils (efficiency > 99%); this faciliates measurement of
the beam polarization
P = - (5.12)
It + I:
where It and I4 are the measured intensities with the flipper coils off and on, re-
spectively. We measure the variation of P with film tilt for comparison to Larmor
precession calculations.
We normalize the polarization product of the polarizer/analyzer pair PpPA to
100%, and actual polarizations above 87% are indistinguishable in our experiments
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Figure 5-19: Photograph of mounted prototype FeCoV films. The beam is incident
from the upper left and is collimated by a Cd slit. The films are held in place in an Al
sample holder which is tilted via a small motor. The interferometer does not play a
role in these measurements, but is not removed for alignment purposes. Graph paper
is placed below the neutron beam for alignment purposes as well.
due to the aforementioned equipment limitations. This performance has since been
improved by procuring a properly tuned supermirror analyzer for our operating wave-
length, but it did not preclude completion of these prototype measurements with the
equipment on hand at the time.
Results with the 2.0 pm and 5.3 pm FeCoV were consistent with magnetically
unsaturated films, as expected from the reflectometry data. As for the 0.5 pm film,
at 2.71 A it causes an 8* rotation and its action is undetectable with our polarizer-
analyzer pair. However, by stacking multiple coated 0.875 mm substrates we are
able to achieve larger rotation angles and demonstrate that measurements match our
calculations. A photograph of the films mounted in the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 5-19; note that the interferometer was not moved for alignment purposes, but
is not actually used in this measurement.
The stacked film configuration is illustrated in Fig. 5-11(a). While traversing
each FeCoV layer, the neutron precesses about BT = BF + BG, where BF is the
saturated film field and the BG is the guide field (Fig. 5-3); between each layer in
the (nonmagnetic) Si substrates, it precesses about the BG. For our experiments,
BF= 2.21 Q T and BG = 1.64 mT.
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5.3.4 Measurements
Experimental results are plotted along with modeled behavior in Fig. 5-20 for 0.5 pm
FeCoV coated 0.875 mm Si substrates. Results with the 2.0 and 5.3 pm films were
found not to agree with our model, as expected from the reflectometry data. We
model the neutron precession about the guide field BG in the Si substrates and about
the sum BT = BF + BG in the FeCoV films. As the film is tilted by an angle x, the
neutron path length through the ith layer of the stack Di increases as Di = di/ cos x.
Systematic uncertainty was estimated to be +1% due to alignment, and calculations
match the data well. Having demonstrated the model's ability to predict measured
spin dynamics, we discuss analysis of contrast loss and effect of the Si substrate layers
to guide design of future spin rotators.
5.4 Contrast Degradation
Thus far, we have not considered decoherence effects caused by the FeCoV rotators.
We follow the formalism introduced in Section 2.6 to quantify the effect of three de-
coherence mechanisms on the neutron. We describe longitudinal decoherence caused
by the presence of material in the beam path in Section 5.4.1, vertical decoherence
caused by the film tilt in Section 5.4.2, and the phase gradient caused by Larmor
precession in Section 5.4.3. In Section 5.4.4, we demonstrate that the total relative
contrast loss can be limited to less than 5% for any tilt up to 60' for even large stacks
of two dozen FeCoV films. Note that the flipper designs of Section 5.6 eliminate the
phase gradient caused by Larmor precession altogether.
Throughout this section, we will develop the formalism to calculate the relative
contrast degradation in general and then present numerical results for a sample set
of specifications. These specifications correspond to the results of Fig. 5-21: the
0.875 pm substrates correspond to the earlier experimental results, and I and near-7r2
rotators are given for 0.150 pm rotators in 0.5 mT guide field. An architecture for
perfect spin inversion is given in Section 5.6 that does not have the phase gradient
discussed in this section.
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Figure 5-20: P vs. FeCoV stack tilt for different stack sizes. Data are plotted with
uncertainties, and the solid lines indicate theoretical predictions. Data are reported
at tilts where the collimated beam height is smaller than the projected stack height.
The guide fields B1 = 1.64 mT and B 2 = 0.684 mT. The intersection of the 8/B 2 data
set with the x-axis represents the tilt would a 7r/2 nutation from Z is achieved. For
these specifications, two identical 8 film stacks separated by 6.0 cm would invert the
incident spin; at 2.3 cm separation, the two stacks would induce a zero net nutation.
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Figure 5-21: P vs. FeCoV stack tilt for different stack sizes. Data are plotted with
uncertainties, and the solid lines indicate our model's predictions. Data are not
included beyond 600 because the collimated beam height becomes larger than the
projected stack height. Calculations for 900 rotation and spin flipping are shown on
a 150 pm substrate in a 0.5 mT guide field.
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5.4.1 Contrast Degradation due to Longitudinal Decoher-
ence
The coherent overlap of the neutron wave packets traversing the two interferometer
beam paths is altered by the presence of material in these paths. Any material will
interact with the neutron via its nuclear optical potential. The neutron's interaction
with this potential will cause a change in its velocity, and the resulting change in
coherent overlap of Path I and II decreases the observable contrast.
Let a rotator of n stacked FeCoV films be represented as alternating, perfectly
uniform slabs of FeCoV as in Fig. 5-11(a). The rotator introduces a phase shift in
the wave packet in the I-) path
#FeCoV= nA(NFbc,DF + NsibcsDs) (5.13)
and a spatial shift of the wave packet
nA2
= 2ir (NFbCF DF + Nsibcs Ds) (5.14)
where N is the atomic density, bc the material-dependent neutron coherent scattering
length, A the neutron wavelength, Di the neutron's path length through the respective
slab, and A the neutron wavelength. The F and Si labels correspond to FeCoV and
Si materials, respectively.
We introduce several assumptions to simplify the calculation. First, we assume the
rotator does not attenuate the beam through absorption or scattering. Without loss
of generality, define the empty interferometer phase to be zero. Defining a wavelength
spectrum g(A) that is the Fourier transform of la(k)12 (see Section 2.6), we can rewrite
the results of Eq. (2.62) as a one-dimensional problem parametrized by A,
I(DF, Ds) = \tj|r|4 {j g(A) dA + j g(A) cos[nA(NFbcF DF + NsibesiDs)] dA}.
(5.15)
This expression is true for arbitrary g(A). For a Gaussian spectral distribution g(A)
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with standard deviation o-,
g(A) = A (5.16)
Eq. (5.15) now admits the closed integrated solution
I(DF, Ds) = |r|' {1 + cos[niA(NFbcFDF + NsibcsiDs)]}. (5.17)
The relative contrast of the interference corresponding to this intensity will fall off
exponentially as a function of DF and Ds,
CL(DF, Ds) = Co e-[noA(NFbcF DF+NsibcSiDs)]2 /2 (5.18)
where Co is the maximum attainable contrast for a given interferometer without the
FeCoV rotator.
The contrast loss due to longitudinal decoherence given by Eq. (5.18) predicts
negligible loss for any neutron path length DF through FeCoV films in our thickness
range. The thin film condition requires that individual film thickness be less than 1
pim, and even an experimentally impractical stack of DF = 100 ym films gives less
than 1% relative contrast loss.
Thus, the main concern for longitudinal decoherence is the total path length
through Si substrates Ds. The results are shown in Fig. 5-22. The contrast is 80%
of maximum at Ds = 1.2 mm, and just 2% at Ds = 5 mm. This is easily resolved
by placing an equal thickness Si sample in the second beam path, as performed by
many previous experiments such as the Phase Echo experiment by Clothier et al. [28].
The loss in contrast then is due to the Si path length mismatch Ds = Dsii - Dsi2
between the two paths; this could arise from sample due to thickness difference or
tilt mismatch in the two paths. In conclusion, the combined effect of uncompensated
FeCoV films in one beam path, plus any thickness mismatch in Si substrates between
the two paths, is calculated to be < 1%.
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Figure 5-22: Contrast loss due to longitudinal decoherence with an uncompensated
Si sample.
5.4.2 Contrast Degradation due to Vertical Decoherence
If the neutron beam is incident normal to the FeCoV stack, the beam does not change
direction inside the stack. Thus, its properties would only change along the direction
of motion as discussed in the previous section on longitudinal decoherence. Now,
consider the effect of tilting a sample in one beam path as illustrated in Fig. 5-23:
this will cause the neutron wavepacket to be shifted upward a distance Az with respect
to the wavepacket in the other beam path, due to the sample's index of refraction.
The two wavepackets would then meet at different heights at third interferometer
blade, leading to a loss of contrast.
Consider the effect of a stacked FeCoV rotator as this sample. In this section,
we ignore magnetic properties which will be discussed in Section 5.4.3. Through
geometrical calculations, it is shown [27] that the vertical displacement due to a stack
of n FeCoV on Si substrates is given by
Az = sin(a-y) cosa A2 (NFbcF DF + Nsi beDs)l (5.19)
cos2(a - -Y) Cos y 27rS
where a and -y are the angles defined in Fig. 5-23 and the material parameters are
as defined in Section 5.4.1. In this section and Section 5.4.3, we treat the neutron
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Figure 5-23: A neutron beam incident onto a tilted slab sample. The film of thickness
D is tilted by angle a from vertical. The neutron is incident with wavevector ki, is
refracted to k, inside the sample, and exits with wavevector kf || ki.
beam as incident parallel to the longitudinal direction & in the interferometer; this
is equivalent to setting y = 0' in Fig. 5-23. This approximation is justified because
most of the beam intensity is centered around the y = 00 direction and the beam
vertical divergence is < 10 after the 2 ,d monochromator, so there is practically no
intensity beyond -y = 10. This assumption simplifies Eq. (5.19) to
Az = ntan(a) [-(NFbCFDF + Nsibcs DS) . (5.20)
Recall that we found in Eq. (2.67) that the relative contrast CR(A#) = |F(A4)|,
where F(A#) is the mutual coherence function. Our task is to compute the relative
phase shift A# of due to the vertical displacement Az and compute the corresponding
mutual coherence function,
F(A4) = j g(k)eiA(k)dk (5.21)
where g(k) = |a(k)|2 as discussed in Section 2.6. The phase shift caused by the
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sample is given by
A# ~ k, - Ar = (k,),Az. (5.22)
Express the incident wavevector ki = kxx + kzz. Inside the sample, the change in
beam direction contributes an additional component 6kz, such that
(ks)z = kz + 6kz. (5.23)
However, ok, < kz by several orders of magnitude, so to good approximation AO ~
kAz.
Now we can compute F(A#) directly given a k-distribution. Assume that g(k) is
separable along the coordinate axes,
g(k) = gx(kx)gy(ky)gz(kz) (5.24)
with appropriately normalized components
0j (k) dk, = 1. (5.25)
Using this and the results for A# from Eq. (5.22), we can write
F(Aq) j dk, gx(kx) j dk gy(ky) jgz(kz)eikAz (5.26)
j gz(k )eikzszdkz (5.27)
which only has a z-dependence. The form of gz(kz) is given by measurements per-
formed by Pushin et al. at the same facility where our experiments were housed,
employing the same focusing 9-blade pyrolytic graphite monochromator. The data
are shown in Fig. 5-24. We approximate the data by box function
A : ki < kz < k2
0 :otherwise
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Figure 5-24: Vertical momentum distribution for the incoming neutron beam [83].
The 2 "d monochromator consists of nine focusing blades to increase the measured
intensity. The data are roughly approximated by a box function for the vertical
contrast calculations.
and choose ki and k2 symmetrically about k, = 0. The amplitude A is calculated
such that f #2(k2)dk, = f_ gz(kz)dk, = 1 using trapezoidal integration for the
discrete data. We select ki -0.012k o A- and k2 = 0.012 ko A' where ko = 27r/Ao,
Ao = 2.71 A; this implies A = 17.97 x 10-10. The form of the box is shown graphically
overlaid onto Fig. 5-24.
We can now perform the integration of Eq. (5.27) directly. Assume k2 is symmet-
rically distributed about k, = 0, such that k, = -ko and k2 = ko. Then we obtain
the result
4rA cot(a) sin [koA2 (NFbCFDF + NsibsDs) tan()
nA2 (NFbCF DF + NsibcsDs) 21r (
(5.28)
The vertical decoherence degrades the relative contrast Cv(A#) = |(A#)I at large
tilt angles of stacks that are several millimeters thick. Essentially all of the contrast
loss is due to the Si substrates - in all of the curves of Fig. 5-25, the contribution of
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Figure 5-25: (a) Contrast loss due to vertical decoherence for a tilted, stacked FeCoV
rotator. Here we model a 0.5 Im thick FeCoV film deposited onto L1 = 0.875 mm Si
substrate, the specifications of our prototype films. (b) Contrast loss due to vertical
decoherence caused by tilting a stacked FeCoV rotator. Here we assume a 0.5 pm
thick FeCoV film deposited onto L 2 = 0.150 mm Si substrate, the specifications of
the designed spin flipper described in Section 5.6.
the FeCoV is less than 0.001%. We will consider the cumulative contrast loss due to
all of the decoherence mechanisms in Section 5.4.4.
5.4.3 Contrast Degradation due to Larmor Precession
The tilt of the film with respect to the face of the interferometer blades causes a phase
gradient across the vertical profile of the beam. Consider the geometry diagrammed
in Fig. 5-26. We can quantify the resulting degradation in contrast dependent on
the collimated vertical beam height h, the film tilt angle 9, and the guide field BG-
Treat the neutron as traveling in a path orthogonal to the blade face. This approx-
imation is justified because the vertical divergence of the beam is < 10, and the 2"
monochromator is tuned to focus the beam onto the detectors (see further discussion
of this treatment in the previous section).
We assume that the neutron polarization is orthogonal to the guide field (i.e. a 90*
rotation from incident polarization), quantifying the worst case contrast degradation.
The orthogonal geometry causes in the largest dynamical phase accrual; a smaller
subtended angle between the neutron polarization and guide field will result in a
smaller phase, and consequently smaller relative contrast loss. Every neutron along
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Figure 5-26: Side view of tilted FeCoV film in interferometer. The red lines indicate
the path of the neutron traveling through the interferometer orthogonal to the blade
face.
the vertical profile experiences the same Larmor precession along the path length
s, causing the same phase accrual #f = -PBG . However, the neutrons accrue an
additional phase dependent on vertical position. For a neutron at height z, the
additional height-dependent path length between the film and blade is
e(z) = (h - z) tan 9. (5.29)
This gives rise to an additional phase accrual proportional to this path length
W L(Z) pBG(h - z) tan (4t (Z) = V(5.30)
v hv
It is this phase gradient that gives rise to a reduction in relative contrast Cs with in-
creasing film tilt. We can parametrize this effect as a function of three experimentally
tunable variables Cs(h, 0, BG). The beam height h is set by our choice of collimator
and easily changed to specification, 6 is manipulated by positioning the film rotator,
and BG is set via a current supply to any convenient value in a wide operating range.
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Assume the case of the ideal interferometer of Fig. 5-27 such that the lengths of
the |+) and |-) paths are perfectly matched. A phase flag intersecting both paths
serves as a control sample. To isolate the effect of the phase gradient, we assume that
the spin state in the empty path matches the spin state in the rotator path without
the phase gradient. The neutron state after the first and second blades is
1V6 ) = (|+) + -)). (5.31)
The relative phase difference between the paths is controlled by rotating the phase
flag. Factoring out the phase shift common to both paths, this will introduce the
nuclear phase # in the neutron state
| 1) = (+) + en*|-)) . (5.32)
After interference at the third blade, the neutron state becomes
8) = [(1 + e"') |+) + (1 - e"') -)] (5.33)
and defining |0o) = |+)(+kbs), the intensity measured at the 0 detector will be
1
Io = (01o|0) = (1 + cosq#). (5.34)
Now, consider the effect of a single, tilting FeCoV film spin rotator placed in
the |-) path as in Fig. 5-28. This will cause the accumulation of a fixed dynamical
phase #f and a height-dependent dynamical phase #L(z). Let the vertical intensity
distribution of the beam be given by g(z) subject to normalizationJh
g(z)dz = 1. (5.35)
Let the intensity at each vertical position be given by I(z) such that the total mea-
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Figure 5-27: Ideal interferometer with phase flag.
sured intensity at the detector is
I g(z)I(z)dz. (5.36)
Recall that in NI, we measure phase information by averaging over many neutron
counts. To measure the degradation in contrast, we must compute the relative fre-
quencies with which the phases #L(Z) will be detected based on the weighting g(z).
The intensity will now be measured as
10 = g(z) {1 + cos [ - #f - #L(Z)]} dz. (5.37)
Consider the special case of a vertical rotator, #L(Z) = 0. Assume a uniform vertical
distribution { :0<z<h
g(z) =
0 : otherwise
We see that the intensity will be measured as Io = 1 [1 + cos (# - #f)] and contrast
will be unity. However, if the rotator is now tilted, then the intensity is
Ioj = {+ COs [# - f - #L(z)]} dz (5.38)
jh [1-+cos+ pBG(h - z)tan0)d (5.39)
= 0 2h _ hv
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Figure 5-28: Ideal interferometer with film rotator in I-) path.
For compactness of notation, collect the constant phase component p - 4 - #f and
define a iiB. After the change of variables ( h - z, Eq. (5.39) becomes
o= {1 + cos [p + a tan(6)(]} d(
1 +
2
1h{(If h
(5.40)
sin[a tan(0)(]d cos[a tan(0) (]d) cos( O) - sin(V) }
(5.41)
Performing the integration, we have
+1 [sin(ah tan 0) Cos ±
+2 ah tan s+
1 - cos(ah tan) sin
ah tan6 sin
(5.42)
To compute the contrast, we must calculate the ratio of the amplitude of the sinusoidal
terms and the mean (Io) = 1/2. To simplify further, recall that we can express the
sum
f (77) - a sin(#,q) + 6 cos(#77)
= A cos(#li - <b)
(5.43)
(5.44)
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1Io=
where
A = /a2+62
tan< =
Applying this to Eq. (5.42) and simplifying, the constants are
A sin 2(ah tan 6)
A =4a2h2 tan 20g
[1 - cos2 (ah tan 0)]2
4a2 h2 tan2 g
V1 - 2 cos(ah tan 0) + cos 2 (ah tan 0) +
2ahtan0
1 - cos(ah tan 0)
v/'ahtan0
sin 2(ah tan 0)
=tan_ 1 -cos(ahtan0)]
Isin(ah tanO I)
= tan- 1 [tan
ahtan0
2
so that the intensity function can be re-written in the form
1 -1 - cos(ah tan 0)
I= - + cos<p2 v/Zah tan 0
ah tan 0
2
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(5.45)
(5.46)
and
(5.47)
(5.48)
(5.49)
{(ah tan 02
(5.50)
(5.51)
(5.52)
(5.53)
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Figure 5-29: Contrast vs. film
15 G, (b) 5 G guide field.
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(b)
-
0
30
Film Tilt (0)
tilt from vertical for beam heights 1 to 8 mm at (a)
Now, we compute the contrast Cs(h, 0, BG) to be
Ch0B 2/1 - cos(ah tan 6)
v/ 2ah tan 6
2 1 - cos(ah tan 0)
ah tan 0 2
2 ahtan0
- sin
ah tan 0 2
2hv . phBGtan 6
pahBGtan5 si1 2hv
(5.54)
(5.55)
(5.56)
(5.57)
The contrast function is peaked at 0 = 0 and falls off as the film is tilted. This effect
is abated for smaller h, but at the expense of a reduction in flux. Figure 5-29(a) shows
the calculated contrast several different beam heights at BG = 15 G, the approximate
field used in the prototype test experiment; the blue curve corresponds to the beam
height used for the experimental data plotted in Fig. 5-20. In Fig. 5-29(b), we see
the improved performance at a lower field of BG= 5 G.
Contrast is plotted as a function of both tilt and beam height in Fig. 5-30 for
BG = 15 G. Almost the entire domain plotted represents operating points where the
C(h, 9) > 90%. At 8 mm beam height, any tilt below 400 results in C(8 mm, 9) >
98%. In practice, it is rare that h is selected larger than 8 mm. For application
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Figure 5-30: Larmor precession-dependent relative contrast as a function of tilt and
beam height.
outside of NI, this gradient is of no consequence; for NI applications where even a
small phase gradient is unacceptable, the design presented in Section 5.6 offers a
technique to achieve arbitrary spin rotation without this phase gradient.
5.4.4 Total Contrast Loss from Longitudinal, Vertical, and
Spin Coherence Effects
The three contrast mechanisms described above are uncorrelated processes, so we can
express their cumulative effect on the contrast as
C = CLCVCSCO (5.58)
where the L, V, S labels denote longitudinal, vertical, and spin, and Co is the max-
imum attainable contrast for the interferometer without the FeCoV rotator. The
cumulative contrast loss is plotted in Fig. 5-31. The contrast loss is significant, and
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Figure 5-31: Cumulative contrast loss due to longitudinal, vertical, spin decoherence
for (a) L1 = 0.875 mm Si substrates in 15 G guide field and (b) L 2 = 0.150 mm Si
substrates in 5 G guide field.
although improved with thinner substrates, remains a concern for large stacks. As
discussed previously, essentially all of the longitudinal and vertical contrast degrada-
tion is due to the Si substrates, with < 0.001% contribution from the FeCoV films.
We can significantly reduce contrast loss by placing an identical thickness Si sam-
ple in the second beam path tilted identically to the rotator. This compensation
reduces the longitudinal and vertical contrast loss because only the FeCoV layers
contribute; the spin contrast loss remains unchanged and becomes the dominant con-
trast degradation mechanism. We plot the cumulative contrast loss vs. rotator tilt
in Fig. 5-32. Note that the difference between stack sizes is negligible, falling within
the thickness of the plot curve in Fig. 5-32. For the prototype experimental settings,
the largest stack achieves relative contrast C > 93% for the entire the tilt range and
C > 98% for tilts below 40'. Even larger stacks have better performance in lower
guide fields; at 5 G, we achieve relative contrast C > 99% for the entire tilt range.
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Figure 5-32: Cumulative contrast loss due to longitudinal, vertical, spin decoherence
for (blue) 0.875 mm Si substrates and (green) 0.150 mm Si substrates with Si com-
pensated in second beam path. The displayed curves represent the largest stacks of
Fig. 5-31; the smaller stacks have a very small change in relative contrast that is
smaller than the thickness of the plotted curves, because the added FeCoV thickness
has a negligible effect on relative contrast.
5.5 Effect of the Substrate Layers on Attainable
Net Rotations
A schematic view of the stacked film rotator architecture is depicted in Fig. 5-11(a).
By stacking n films, we realize an n-fold increase in the total path length that the
neutron traverses through the FeCoV magnetic material about BF. Additionally, the
neutron also precesses about the guide field in the (nonmagnetic) Si substrate layers.
Although BG < BF, the corresponding magnetic field/path products PG = BG ' dS .
14 G-mm and PF = BF ' dF ~ 11 G-mm are comparable. Therefore, the precession
is not linear in stack size and the effect of the Si substrates must be accounted for.
This was discussed in terms of an effective stack rotation in Section 5.3.1.
We are interested in the effect of two experimental design parameters: the guide
field BG and the Si substrate thickness ds. We quantify their effect by calculating the
maximum nutation T(BG, ds) from incident polarization attainable for a given stack
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size with effective axis located by spherical angles a and #, where
Tmax = max { [cos- (cos2 a + cos 0, sin2 a)] XE[OXmax] (5.59)
and T E [0, 7r]. Note a(BG, ds) is given in Eq. (5.10) and 0, is the effective rotation
angle induced by the stack.
Clearly the maximum nutation about this axis would occur for a stack size and
tilt for which 0n(X = 0) = r; in this case, Tmaxio&n = 2a. This maximum nutation
is larger for smaller choices of BG and ds, but it is strictly less than 7r because the
stack's effective rotation axis is never perpendicular to the incident polarization for
nonzero ds. For this reason, we must design a special device for achieving perfect
spin inversion, described in Section 5.6.
5.5.1 Calculations for Prototype Fabrication Run
First, we model the film and substrate thicknesses corresponding to our prototype
fabrication run (dF = 0.5 pm, ds = 0.875 mm). It is illustrative to visualize the pre-
cession on the Bloch sphere as shown in Fig. 5-33. A continuous magnetic medium of
arbitrary thickness will induce continuous precession where the subtended precession
angle is linear in the path length through the material. Such a device can be designed
to achieve a neutron spin flip upon exiting the material by selecting thickness d such
that
hv 7r. (5.60)he
This corresponds to the precession depicted in Fig. 5-33(a). However, this is imprac-
tical for us because the FeCoV loses thin film properties when it becomes too thick.
In particular, BF will not be saturated and the internal field will not remain parallel
to the plane of the film. In fact, this requirement is precisely what led us to the
stacked film architecture in the first place. The guide field precession in the Si causes
a deviation from the path subtended in the continuous film field case; this will limit
r(BG, ds) and stacking additional films will not grant access to the full range [0, r]. In
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Figure 5-33: Bloch sphere visualization of the effect of Si substrate layers on maximum
attainable rotation. The blue line represents the field orientation in the film, and the
trace along the outside of the Bloch sphere indicates the precession of the neutron
spin vector end. Green indicates precession induced in the FeCoV layers and yellow
corresponds to the Si layers. We depict two representative cases with the incident
neutron beam orthogonal to the film surface: (a) A continuous FeCoV medium, and
(b) Stack of 28 FeCoV films, thickness 0.5 purm deposited onto 0.9 mm Si substrate
layers.
the representative example of Fig. 5-33(b), we see rmr(16.4 G, 0.875 mm) e 750 if the
neutron beam is incident normal to the stack (i.e. x = 0). This is consistent with the
results of the data in Fig. 5-20. Changing the field, rm(6.84 G, 0.875 mm) P 1200,
also consistent with the measurements.
5.5.2 Experimental Considerations for Guide Field Strength
and Si Thickness
Our design choices are not only informed by the calculations outlined above, but also
by practical experimental limitations on BG and ds. As we've remarked previously,
the guide field BG defines the desired quantization axis of the neutron spin. Its
lower bound is determined both by earth's field BE ~ 0.5 G and the fields Bm,
generated by the stepper motors used for remote experiment control. Empirically,
the lower bound is determined by measuring the reduction in polarization product of
a polarizer/analyzer pair as BG decreases. We have measured that 3 G is an effective
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lower bound such that BG > BE and BG > BM.
The upper bound on BG occurs because of hardware limitations in field generation.
In the current experiment, the field is generated by Helmholtz coils which do not
dissipate heat effectively for BG > 30 G. If required, this upper bound could be
increased by thickening the wires or cooling the coils; however, it is sufficient for the
current experiments to consider the range 3 G < BG 30 G.
As for ds, ultra thin, double side polished Si wafers are commercially available with
thicknesses as small as 8 pam. However, such wafers are brittle and will break without
significant handling precautions. We have empirically tested wafer handling and were
able to manipulate uncoated 150 prm wafers. We expect that such wafers could be
used in our current sample holder. If the wafers bow considerably after coating,
we propose coating on both sides to offset the strain; this technique is frequently
employed in coating thin substrates used in neutron supermirrors. In the designs
presented in this thesis, we consider the range 150 pm < ds < 1 mm.
5.6 Design of Spin Flippers
5.6.1 Two Spaced Identical Stacks
Spin inversion can be achieved using two stacks separated by a distance di through
which the neutron precesses about BG. Given d,, any BG can be selected for which
a(BG, ds) > 7/4. The first stack must rotate the spin by an angle q = cos-(- cot2 a)
to nutate the magnetization from +2 to the xy-plane. Given a bound on tilt Xm.ax
for the experiment's geometrical constraints, we compute bounds nmin and nma on
the stack size using q = 6 nmin Xmax = 6 na| x=o; the stack size n is selected such that
n C [nmin, nmax] and n E Z. Experimentally, the tilt x is tuned about the theoretically
predicted value until (M2) = 0 is measured. The magnetization must then precess
about the guide field until the point where an identical stack rotates the spin to -2.
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Figure 5-34: Stack separation vs. guide field and Si thickness. The blank area in the
upper right corner represents operating points for which the effective rotation axis of
the stack is not within 7r/4 of the xy-plane.
The precession angle to accomplish this is
t sincacos#v/1-cot4a - cot a sin #
+cot a cos 0 + sin a sin #v/1 - cot4a
Experimentally, the precession angle between the stacks is tuned to this value by
varying the spacing di. The full rotation sequence is Rj(77)R2( )R(r/) where Ri(9)
denotes a rotation by 0 about i. This flipper architecture eliminates the phase gradi-
ent present for a single tilted stack. There are many solutions for suitable operating
parameters that can be chosen based on differing experimental constraints: one ex-
ample is 12, 0.875 mm substrate stacks tilted 16.6' separated by 3.6 cm in a 1.0 mT
guide field. The detailed derivation of these conditions is treated in Appendix A.
The stack separation is plotted as a function of BG and ds in Fig. 5-34. A solution
only exists at points for which the stacks effective axis of rotation has inclination
angle a(BG, ds) > 7r/4. Depending on the geometrical constraints for a particular NI
experiment, the operating guide field can be judiciously chosen for a given Si thickness
such that stack separation is sufficiently small to fit in the interferometer.
Once the flipper is tuned, an arbitrary nutation angle can be achieved by varying
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Figure 5-35: Nutation angle vs. stack separation for two example flipper specifications
F1 and FE. F1 corresponds to n = 12, BG = 1.0 mT, dS = 0.875 mm, and x = 16.6*.
FE corresponds to the 8 film experimental data reported in Section 5.3.4: n = 8,
BG = 0.684 mT, ds = 0.875 mm, and x = 46.90. Smaller stack separations can
be achieved for spin inversion by modifying these experimental parameters, if the
experimental geometry dictates thus.
the stack spacing di. The angle r is given by
r = cos-' [1 + 3 cos(2a)] csc2 (a) cos(K) + 4 cos(a) csc 2(a) sin(K) r- cos(2a)
(5.62)
where i'(di) = 2pBGdi/hv is the precession angle between the stacks. A simpler,
equivalent description is given by the triangular wave
T = 27r + (5.63)
27r 27r_
where Lx] is the floor function of x. The nutation angle is plotted for example flipper
specifications in Fig. 5-35.
5.6.2 Anti-Aligned Stacks
For applications where stack spacing is undesirable, it is possible to achieve spin in-
version using a single composite structure. Two identical stacks, each tuned to have
a = 7r/4 and On = 7r, are oriented with film magnetization axes anti-parallel. Deter-
mining the experimental parameters BG and x given ds is a simultaneous optimization
problem in these two equations, and changes in each parameter affect both equations.
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Figure 5-36: Nutation angle vs. guide field and tilt angle for anti-aligned 12 film
stacks with 0.875 mm Si thickness; the plotted domain in (b) is larger than in (a) for
the same function.
The dependence of nutation on experimental parameters is plotted in Fig. 5-36: we
want to search for a local maximum of this function to flip the spin. The function
has many peaks as tilt approaches 90 degrees (for which path length theoretically
approaches infinity), as illustrated in Fig. 5-36(b): we want the local maximum with
minimum guide field and tilt. Experimentally, one sequentially tunes BG and X about
the theoretically predicted values until spin inversion is measured.
This flipper also does not have the phase gradient for a single stack; however, it
can not achieve arbitrary nutation angles like the earlier architecture. An example
solution FA for 2.71 A neutrons is given by 12, 0.875 mm substrate stacks at 40.70
tilt in 12.8 mT guide field.
5.7 Conclusion
We have discussed the development of FeCoV film rotators as an architecture for spin
rotators in polarized experiments with geometrical and temperature constraints such
as NI. These rotators can be fabricated is a compact form for operation between NI
blades, and are passive devices that do not introduce heat into the temperature con-
trolled environment of the interferometer. These films are well-suited to operation
in low applied fields due to their high remanence. Our investigations demonstrate
that the measured spin rotation in film stacks can be matched to a simple Larmor
precession model if the necessary magnetic and geometric parameters are well char-
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Figure 5-37: Bloch sphere visualization of spin flip with (a) two identical separated
stacks corresponding to flipper specifications FE, and (b) anti-aligned film stacks
corresponding to specifications FA.
acterized.
Polarized neutron reflectometry measurements indicated that 0.5 pm films were
saturated, but this is decidedly not the case for the thicker films. Prototype rotator
experiments confirmed this assertion. Further, these reflectometry measurements
performed for one of the thickest FeCoV monolayers reported in the literature may of
interest for other applications of FeCoV such as magnetic storage devices. We hope to
explore film thicknesses between 0.5 pm and 2.0 pm films in the future to investigate
if we observe thin film properties for monolayers thicker than 0.5 pm.
We have presented an analytical model and physical measurements confirming that
FeCoV rotators have small stray field components in the second beam path regardless
of their location along the longitudinal direction of the interferometer. This allows
for their use in one beam path while constraining the undesired rotation in the other
path to a maximum on the order of < 10, and a negligible deflection on the order
0.01' at interference at the third blade.
Contrast degradation in this architecture was analyzed in Section 5.4. The phase
gradient due to Larmor precession in the guide field is avoided when using a spin
flipper composed of two spaced identical stacks. Once such a flipper is tuned, an
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arbitrary nutation angle can be achieved by varying only the inter-stack spacing. For
applications where inter-stack spacing is undesirable, we developed an alternative
architecture using two consecutive anti-aligned stacks. For all of these applications,
these devices require fewer films for longer wavelength neutrons.
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Chapter 6
Quantum Discord of the DQC1
Model in Neutron Interferometry
In this chapter, we propose a DQC1 experiment using neutron interferometry. The
importance of the DQC1 model and past experimental work was surveyed in the
introduction to Chapter 4. The power of the DQC1 circuit is believed to lie between
universal classical and universal quantum computing. It has been shown that it is
strictly less powerful than a universal quantum computer [56], yet no efficient classical
simulation has been discovered or is thought to exist [33, 32]. Though many have
suggested that entanglement is responsible for the power of quantum computing,
entanglement is at most marginally present in the DQC1 circuit [32]. It has been
suggested that other types of nonclassical correlations enable the computational power
of DQC1 [33, 31, 48, 77].
Using the NI apparatus, we propose a realization of the DQC1 model in a two-
qubit system consisting of spin and path degrees of freedom. This system could
be used to quantify nonclassical correlations in DQC1. This has previously been
accomplished in a two-qubit optical architecture [63] using two photons. The NI
apparatus accomplishes the same with a single particle, perfect pure state preparation,
and highly efficient (> 99%) projective measurements. Further, conditional gates are
conceptually easy to accomplish due to the wide separation between beam paths,
whereas the controlled-ZO gate of the optical architecture is realized through a more
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complex composite sequence of operations [63].
We begin by introducing the DQC1 model in Section 6.1. Next, the formalism to
calculate two measures of nonclassical correlations is presented: the quantum concur-
rence in Section 6.2 and the quantum discord in Section 6.3. The NI experiment is
proposed in Section 6.4. After completion of this work, it was brought to the author's
attention that some elements of the theoretical analysis below were separately and
independently described in private communications [111].
6.1 Deterministic Quantum Computation with
One Qubit (DQC1)
The first intrinsically mixed-state model of quantum computation was due to Knill
and Laflamme in 1998 [56], called the 'Power of One Qubit' or DQC1 (deterministic
quantum computation with one pure qubit). This model requires only one pure qubit
for its operation, unlike previous models which assumed all qubits could be prepared
in pure states. DQC1 employs a single control qubit 1c) = 10)(0| in a pure state
along with a register of n qubits in the completely mixed state Ir) = 1/2" [56].
It has since been shown that DQC1 does not require a completely pure qubit to
provide a computational advantage over known classical methods [32], but a small
fraction of a pure qubit called a pseudo-pure state, |c) = (1L + aZ)/2, where X, Y, Z
represent the Pauli operators. The parameter a represents the purity of the state,
p = (1 + a 2 )/2, 0 < a < 1.
DQC1 has a number of proposed applications where an exponential speedup is
realized over known classical algorithms. Knill and Laflamme originally identified
that DQC1 could be used to simulate quantum systems [56]. Since then, similar
improvements have been found in estimating the average fidelity decay under quan-
tum maps [81], quadratically signed weight enumerators [57], the Jones polynomial
in knot theory [97], and parameter estimation at the quantum metrology limit [12].
DQC1 algorithms have been experimentally implemented in linear optics [64] and
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|0)(0| H
p U
Figure 6-1: The DQC1 circuit. The H represents the Hadamard gate defined in
Eq. (2.37). The U represents a unitary gate, and the line from the bottom to the top
qubit indicates that it is a conditional operator: if the top qubit is in state |0), the
identity is applied on the bottom qubit, and if it is state 1), then U is applied. The
meter indicates measurement on the top qubit.
liquid and solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [92, 71, 76, 791. The use-
fulness of DQC1 is particularly important giving the present state of experimental
quantum computing, since decoherence is a major obstacle in initializing and control-
ling qubits. In addition to these applications, DQC1 is also important to fundamental
understanding of quantum information processing. No efficient classical simulation
has been found for DQC1 [32, 33, 31] but it is strictly less powerful than a universal
quantum computer [56].
In our experiments, there are two qubits available for our operations: the path and
spin degrees of freedom. We implement the DQC1 model in the case of two qubits,
one pure and one mixed. The circuit model is given in Fig. 6-1. The initial state of
the system is 10) (0| 0 p where p is the density matrix for the bottom qubit. The top
qubit is acted upon by the Hadamard gate, given by
H = (6.1)
which transforms the qubits
0) 10) 1) (6.2)
|1))11) (6.3)
Thus, the system state before the controlled unitary U is
11(|0)(0 + 0)(11 + |1)(0| + |1)(11) O p. (6.4)2
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The controlled gate indicates that U acts on the bottom qubit conditional on the top
(control) qubit. The unitary is applied if and only if the top qubit is in state 11);
otherwise, the identity is applied. The state of the system before measurement is
ff=- 1(|0)(0|@9p+|10)(1|@pgUf +|1(&@up+|11)(1|@ UpUf) (6.5)2
1 (p pUt
2 ~Upuput)(6.6)
Now, the top qubit is measured in a basis of our choice, while leaving the bottom
qubit undisturbed. We define the Pauli operators
0 1 0 -i 1 0
X = Y = Z = (6.7)
Then the expectation value of a measurement in the X matrix is given by
(X)f = tr[(X 0 11)T]'] tr p 2 ) = Re[tr(pU)] (6.8)
and similarly,
(Y), = tr[(Y 0 11)'I] = tr (Ut 2 U) Im[tr(pU)]. (6.9)
Notice that we have obtained information about the bottom qubit without directly
measuring it and without preparing it in a known pure state: this is the essence of
the DQC1 model of quantum computation.
Now, suppose the density matrix of the bottom qubit p was prepared in a pure
state p = |<)(b that was an eigenstate of U such that Ul1) = e'0<D). Then
(X), = cosq# (6.10)
(Y), = sin# (6.11)
and N measurements of the top qubit in either of these bases would provide an
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estimate of <0 to an accuracy of 1/v N.
6.2 Quantum Concurrence
Quantum concurrence [29, 51] is a measure of the quantum coherence properties of a
mixed quantum state. Let us define the basis {|t +), It -), 4. +), 4. -)} for the spin
and path qubits. Let the density matrix of the pair be given by psP. We define the
spin-flipped density matrix pisp to be
Psp = (0y 9 y)PSP(ay 9 UY) (6.12)
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. Then define the matrix R = PSPPSP
has left- and right-eigenspectrum given by eigenvalues r, and eigenstates ( alI and
|7a), that is,
( a|R = r-a( al (6.13)
Rhna) = ra lT). (6.14)
Assume that the eigenstates are normalized according to ((al?7a) = 6 a,b and that the
eigenvalues are numbered as r1 > r 2 _ r 3 > r 4 . Although R is not necessarily a
Hermitian matrix, it is the product of two non-negative definite matrix matrices, so
its eigenvalues are all real and non-negative. Let the square roots of these eigenvalues
Aa = Va; then the concurrence of density matrix PsP is defined as
CSP = max{A1 - A2 - A3 - A4, } (6.15)
Two related measures found in the literature are computed from the concurrence: the
tangle, T = C2, and the entanglement of formation.
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6.3 Quantum Discord
Quantum discord was introduced by Ollivier and Zurek [77]. The discord is zero
for states with only classical correlations, and a nonzero discord indicates the pres-
ence of nonclassical correlations [77, 48]. The discord between two quantum systems
S and P, denoted D(S:P), is bounded from above by the von Neumann entropy
H(P) = - tr(pM log pM) [31]. The DQC1 circuit is well-suited to studies of non-
classical correlations beyond entanglement, since for appropriate choice of unitary it
features nonzero discord but vanishing concurrence.
Given two systems S and P, quantum discord is defined as the difference between
two expressions, I(S : P) and J(S : P), which both represent the mutual information
in the classical limit. These expressions are given by
I(S:P) = H(S) + H(P) - H(S, P) (6.16)
6J(S:P) = H(S) - H(S|P) (6.17)
where in classical terms, H(S) is the information entropy, H(S, P) is the joint entropy,
and H(S|P) is the conditional entropy. These expressions give identical results for
classical systems and H(-) denotes the Shannon entropy, H(p) =- Ej pj log pj,
where p is a probability vector. For quantum systems, H(.) corresponds to the
von Neumann entropy, H(p) = tr(p log p). The expressions for H(S) and H(P) are
obtained by tracing out the other qubit in the combined density matrix Psp. This
enables computation of I(S:P) in the quantum case.
The computation of 7(S:P) is less straightforward. Recall that the classical con-
ditional entropy H(SIP) is a measure of the ignorance about system S that remains
conditioned on measurements on P. For quantum systems, the amount of information
we can extract about P is dependent on the choice of measurement basis. Restricting
to projective measurements, define a complete set of orthogonal projectors {II}; then
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Figure 6-2: Circuit model of proposed DQC1 experiment. Notice the path is now the
control qubit and spin is the register, the reverse of the setup of Chapter 4.
the state of S after measurement is given by [31]
PSI trp(~pspH~) (6.18)
Pi
pj tr(PSP-j). (6.19)
Then the quantum conditional entropy is given by Hr} I', pj H (psij). At this point,
the quantum discord is basis-dependent. We want the expression J{rJn}(S:P) to
quantify all classical correlations in psp, so we maximize J 1r 3}(S:P) over all possible
projectors { Ug} to define a basis-independent quantum discord,
D(S, P) - I(S:P) - max J{r}(S:P). (6.20)
{rj }
We will use this formalism to calculate the predicted values of quantum concurrence
and discord for the proposed NI experiment in the next section.
6.4 Proposed Experiment
We propose an implementation of the first-order DQC1 circuit with one control qubit
and one register qubit. The circuit model is diagrammed in Fig. 6-2. The path serves
as the control qubit and the spin as the register. The path is naturally prepared in
a pure state by virtue of incidence in a single path state before Bragg diffraction by
the first interferometer blade. The spin qubit is in a fully mixed state via incidence
as an spin-unpolarized beam. The additional Hadamard gate has the effect of a basis
change, such that X -+ Z and Y -+ -Y.
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Figure 6-3: Proposed DQC1 experiment for measuring nonclassical correlations.
We select a controlled-Z rotation as the unitary, where
U = ZO = e-io,2/2 = ( (6.21)
0 e iO/2)
such that the controlled unitary is given by CU(9) = 1 s 0 |+)(+| + Zo 0 |-)(-|.
Suppose the incident spin state is given by Ps = 1+ aZ) where 0 < a < 1; then
by Eq. (6.8), we expect path measurements to give
6Io = (Z) = Re[tr(psU)] = cos 0. (6.22)2
Assume a static, uniform field B2 and a guide field Bg; then the angle of precession
is given by
S Bdt= 2 Bds = 2  (6.23)
where Bt = B2 + Bg and L is the path length through the field.
This experiment has previously been implemented for computation of Bt by Rauch
et al. [90] for a controlled-Z rotation and Werner et al. [107] for a controlled-Y
rotation, thought it was not previously described in the DQC1 language. Their
results are reproduced for convenience in Fig. 6-4. The present description will allow
for a study of nonclassical correlations that was not done previously.
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Figure 6-4: Results from DQC 1-equivalent circuit implementation by (a) Rauch [90]
and (b) Werner [107]. In Rauch's experiment, the intensity of the 0- and H-beam os-
cillations are plotted as a function of Za f B ds =f Bz ds (path I) - f B2 ds (path II).
In Werner's experiment, the difference of 0- and H-beam intensities are plotted.
6.4.1 Computation of Concurrence
To evaluate the concurrence, we require the density matrix of the path/spin system
before measurement,
.cos [ ( - 24)]2  - i sin ( - 4) 0 0
i sin (--4) isin [}(6-24)]2  0 0
sP 0 0 0[cos (i +)] i sin0(i±+)
0 0 -- isin(+4) isin[( + 24)]
(6.24)
By measuring an interferogram with the spin rotation set to 0, we can set the
phase flag to a position where the 0-beam intensity is maximized, corresponding to
4i=0. Computing the spectrum of the matrix R of Eq. (6.14) yields
A~ { (1 -cos 6)(1 -cos96),0, 0}. (6.25)
This spectrum gives concurrence C = 0 for the DQC1 circuit with controlled unitary
CZ(6). Lanyon et al. [64] offers an alternative proof showing the same result by
proving that both the input and output can be written as a mixture of separable
states, i.e. no entanglement is generated. This is niot a general result about the
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DQC1 circuit, but rather a feature of the register qubit being fully mixed.
6.4.2 Computation of Discord
The evaluation of I is straightforward by computing the corresponding von Neumann
entropies directly. The evaluation of the quantum conditional entropy H(S|P) to
compute J requires optimization over all possible one-qubit projective measurements.
The projectors are given by
1
II+ = (1L + a - a) (6.26)2
where a -a = a2 + a2 + ai = 1. The post-measurement states corresponding to these
projectors are given by
1 (1 ±a 2 sin() 0
Ps1 acos()+1 a 2 sin() (6.27)2 0 1- 2 )
a3 cos()±1
occurring with outcome probabilities
p± = (1 ± a3 ) cos2 ()+ 1(1a 3 ) 1 + cos + (1 T- a3)sin2( . (6.28)
As a verification of this result, note that [31]
Ps = pj pSlj =:1/2 (6.29)
which is indeed the incident state of the spin qubit. Note that the post-measurement
states of Eq. (6.27) are independent of a1 . Without loss of generality, let ai = 0; then
a3 = v1 - a 2 and maximization of J{r,}I(S:P) is reduced to a one-dimensional opti-
mization problem in a2. The value of the quantum conditional entropy H{fr,}(S:P)
is plotted vs. a 2 in Fig. 6-5 for several representative values of 6. J{fr11 (S:P) is
maximized for minimum H{rj}(S:P); for a full period of 6 E [0, 47r], the quantum
conditional entropy is minimized for a2 = 1, a3 = 0.
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Figure 6-5: Quantum conditional entropy vs. a2 at representative 0 values.
Now, we can compute the discord to be
D(S 2 P) In [16 csc 2 0] + cos [-] In [tan2 ( - 2 tanh 1 sin (-) sin [-}
21n2 2_ 4 _2 2
(6.30)
The result is plotted in Fig. 6-6 over the domain 0 E [--, 7]. Evidently, the nonzero
discord should be distinguishable from the vanishing concurrence by varying the ro-
tation angle of the controlled-Zo gate. In order to compute the discord, we have to
reconstruct the density matrix before measurement as discussed in the next section.
6.4.3 Quantum State Tomography
Quantum state tomography is the process of reconstructing the density matrix of a
quantum system. By a series of measurements on a sufficiently large number of iden-
tically prepared copies of the quantum system, one can infer the state to a reasonable
approximation. This process allows us to experimentally reconstruct the density ma-
trix, from which the concurrence and discord can be derived for comparison to the
theoretical predictions of zero and Eq. (6.30), respectively.
To determine the full density matrix of the two-qubit spin/path state of the neu-
tron, we require measurements on a complete set of observables [51]. Hasegawa et al.
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Figure 6-6: Nonclassical correlations generated by DQC1 with controlled-Z rotation.
have accomplished such tomographic measurements for the analysis of Bell states in
neutron interferometry [47] and their method is applicable to this experiment. We
define Pauli operators for both the path and spin degrees of freedom, o,,, where
the superscript corresponds to the spin or path qubit and the subscript corresponds
to Cartesian coordinate axis. The coordinate axis is oriented as described earlier in
the thesis. The corresponding state projectors can be written as
U" = (1. os)i. (6.31)
The density matrix of any quantum state must be a Hermitian, positive semidef-
inite matrix of unit trace, which is uniquely identified by 15 real parameters. An
additional unknown constant of proportionality is dependent on neutron flux and
detector efficiency. Thus, the measurement of these sixteen intensities uniquely cor-
responds to a density matrix reconstruction through the process outlined by James
et al. [51]. Once the density matrix is reconstructed experimentally, the concurrence
and discord can also be computed using using the formalism outlined above.
For convenience, we select the set of observables
O0 = {US,, H"4 U"} {gI 2, UJp, H1a} (6.32)
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Table 6.1: Neutron Rotator
Projector
rIIs
1-S
+2
-z
Settings for Spin Projectors
e 6
0 r/2
7r/2 7r/2
0 0
0 7r/2
where j = 1, 2,... ,16. The measurement process is outlined in Fig. 6-8.
The experimental setup to perform state tomography is diagrammed in Fig. 6-7.
The phase flag is rotated about the zero phase shift setting # = 0 identified earlier.
Eight of the observables are measured using scans of the phase flag rotation angle #,
and the other eight are accomplished via scans of the spinor vertical angle 6. The
f+x and HP observables are measured as
(Os) = (I+ +Y 9 IF) (6.33)
1
- (W IIPs +Y & - [1 + cos(#)o + sin(#)o-] |T). (6.34)
The intensity measurement for path projector operators along +x are accomplished
by setting # = 2kr and along +y by choosing # = 7r/2 + 2k7r with k E Z. The
spin projectors are accomplished with a combination of two spin rotators in the 0
beam downstream of the interferometer: a Larmor accelerator implementing rotation
e- car/2 and an orthogonal rotator e-iy/2, adopting the convention that the beam
propagates along ,. The rotator settings corresponding to the various projectors are
given in Table 6.1. An interferogram is collected for each of the four spin projectors,
yielding eight of the required measurements.
The path projectors Ils are implemented by blocking one of the interferometer
beams, e.g. with Cd. This destroys the interference, so an interferogram vs. 6 is
collected instead. With the Larmor accelerator off, the observables will be measured
as
(0) (=  + [1+ cos(6)o,' + sin(6)o9] 0 Hl IIF) (6.35)2
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Block Spin Analyzer
Phase Flag Guide Field
(entire experiment)
Figure 6-7: Experimental setup for NI state tomography. Only measurements in
the O-beam are needed to characterize the pre-measurement state. The Larmor
accelerator Z, and orthogonal spin rotator Y can each be implemented with DC spin
rotator coils outside the temperature-controlled interferometer enclosure. The Cd
beam block in used to block either the 0- or H-beam inside the interferometer for the
6-scans.
Spin Measurement Path Measurement
Figure 6-8: Measurement projectors illustrated on the spin and path Bloch spheres.
Adjusting the orthogonal rotation angle 6 enables scanning the longitudinal circle
illustrated in yellow, and this circle is rotated about Z by manipulating the Larmor
accelerator angle E. Similarly, rotation of the phase flag # rotates the intensity between
the 0- and H-beams along the equatorial circle illustrated in red.
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and with the Larmor accelerator set to c = r/2, the measurement will be
(0) = (| [I+ cos(6)o-' + sin()of] ors Ii XI). (6.36)
This yields the remaining eight observables, and we are able to reconstruct the density
matrix and compute the concurrence and discord as described above.
6.5 Summary
The proposed experiment would be a single particle realization of the DQC1 cir-
cuit, supplementing past experimental implementations in optics [64] and liquid and
solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [92, 71, 76, 79]. Measurements on the
path degree of freedom to report on spin information has been accomplished in NI
previously to measure a magnetic field in the interferometer without spin-sensitive
detection: here, we have shown that these experiments are naturally described in the
language of quantum information processing as implementations of DQC1. Prepara-
tion of the control bit a pure state is naturally accomplished in the NI setup using
the path degree of freedom, and controlled-unitaries are conceptually straightforward
to implement with beam separation of several centimeters. We have shown that
the above implementation of DQC1 has zero entanglement but nonzero discord, and
suggested an experiment where state tomography can be performed to measure this
result.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have examined two techniques employing the neutron's spin degree
of freedom to enable new types of neutron interferometry experiments. In Chapter 4,
we explored the development of a split path spin-based interferometry geometry that
used the Bragg interferometer to separate two paths where teh spin states are indepen-
dently manipulated. The final measurement is made on the spin degree of freedom,
such that spin-based contrast is observed without a need for coherence in the path de-
gree of freedom. One important application of this technique is the characterization of
novel magnetic materials; this application was explored through a proof-of-principle
experiment characterizing the magnetic field between two 7r/2 rotators. Spin contrast
was observed for a variety of mechanisms that degraded the path coherence.
The challenge of achieving spin inversion in one beam path of the interferometer
led us to the development of a novel spin rotator design in Chapter 5. The space
and temperature constraints of interferometry preclude the use of the common Mezei
rotators, and we reviewed various approaches to NI spin rotators in the chapter. Our
approach using passive FeCoV film stacks is a new architecture that is advantageous
for certain applications. We presented results delineating the contrast degradation,
magnetic hysteresis, and stray field properties of these devices. We also demonstrated
that rotator performance could be matched to a simple Larmor precession model.
Our results with a prototype set of coated wafers demonstrated a spin nutation > 900
from incident polarization. We presented calculations showing that using two spaced
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FeCoV stacks, an arbitrary nutation angle can be achieved by changing only the
inter-stack spacing after initial rotator tuning. This architecture also achieves spin
inversion.
In Chapter 6, we presented a description of the DQC1 circuit implemented in NI
with path as the control qubit and spin as the register. We showed that this descrip-
tion maps onto past NI experiments that have measured a magnetic field applied to
one path within the NI. We presented calculations for quantifying nonclassical cor-
relations in the circuit, and outline an experimental setup where state tomography
could be used to measure quantum concurrence and quantum discord.
There are many challenges remaining to be explored in this field. In the future,
we hope to fabricate a larger number of FeCoV films to enable an experimental test of
the two-stack architecture. We will also test the rotator within an interferometer: this
is a short experiment, but was not possible due to facility time constraints during the
completion of this thesis. It is also recommended to test thicker films in the range 0.5
pm to 2.0 pm, as a magnetically saturated thicker film will reduce stack size needed
to achieve a given spin nutation. The majority of past polarized NI experiments
could only be conducted in the skew-symmetric geometry, so the use of these FeCoV
rotators in the LLL interferometer is of particular interest.
The application of QIP to polarized neutron interferometry has many potential
future applications. The path and spin degrees of freedom are a convenient two-qubit
system on NI. While we do not have universal control over the system, we are able
to implement arbitrary rotations on each qubit as well as create an entangled state.
The neutron interferometer is an ideal testbed for many two-qubit QIP codes given
the spatial separation of several centimeters between beam paths and the projective
measurement of at most a single neutrons at a given time. Further, future studies
may use NI for magnetization characterization in novel materials including magnetic
thin films.
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Appendix A
Derivation of FeCoV Stack
Effective Spin Rotation
In this appendix, we present a more detailed derivation of the effective rotation of a
FeCoV film stack. Let the incident neutron beam be polarized along and propagate
along -' incident normal to a stack of n FeCoV coated Si substrates with film field
oriented along Q, as illustrated in Fig. 5-11(a). The stack implements the unitary
operator Ustack = (UsUF)" where Us = exp(iOsuz/2) and UF= exp(iOFuy/2) are the
rotations in a single Si or FeCoV layer, respectively.
The objective is to express the effective unitary of the stack as a rotation by angle
O about axis j,
Ueff = e 
-oa.h/2 (eiOsa/2,iOF0y/2) n (A.1)
By computing the unitary U1 = USUF for one FeCoV/Si pair, then we can directly
exponentiate Un"f = Ui" since U1 self-commutes. By direct computation,
e 2 cos-' e sin OF
U i 2 F 2 (A.2)
2F 2 COSOF-e--i sin  e -oei cos
where we have used Euler's formula eiX = cos x + i sin x. The objective is to find an
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equivalent rotation by angle 01 about axis J,
Cos + i sin L jz jy sin + ijx sin '
Ueffi = . i (A.3)
-jy sin - + ij,, sin cos L'- ijz sin 01
Equating the diagonal matrix elements of Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3), we find
01 = 2 cos- cos OF (A.4)
and 0, = nO1. The coefficient jz is also computed by matching diagonal matrix
elements, and j, and jy are computed via the anti-diagonal matrix elements. After
normalizing j = 1, this gives us
sin L sin OF
___ ( 2 2
1
sin e cos sin . (A.5)
Sin L2
sin 2 cos 2
Notice that the effective rotation axis j is independent of the number of films: in-
creasing the stack size only increases the attainable rotation angle about the same
axis. In terms of experimental parameters, the rotation angles in a single layer of Si
and FeCoV are given by
_ 2mpBGds
h2k cos X
2mpUBFdF
OF (A.7)h2k cos x
respectively, where the parameters are as defined in Chapter 5.
For compactness of notation, it is useful to parametrize the rotation axis j by
spherical angles a = cos-'(jz) and / = tan-1 (jy/j) for the spin flipper calculations
discussed below. The result is
2 sin 0- cos 0F
a = cos 1 2 (A.8)
sin25
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or equivalently, with explicit dependence on experimental parameters,
2 sin L cos
a- =cos-1 2 2
o(/3 - cos s)- COS OF - COS OS COS OF
The azimuthal angle is independent of the FeCoV parameters,
#3= tan-1 (cot ),
(A.9)
(A.10)
as expected since the precession about the guide field in the Si substrates is what
causes the effective rotation axis to rotate away from the y-axis.
Now, we motivate the design of
tion 5.6. We model the precession
about the effective rotation axis j in
where. It is useful to introduce the
coordinate axes,
the spin flipper architecture discussed in Sec-
of the spin magnetization M = (Mr, Mv, Mz)
the stack and about the guide field along i else-
standard rotation matrices about the Cartesian
R2(y) 0 c
0 Si
RY(6) = 0
R, (e) = sin e
0
0
os -y
n y
o6
where Ri(W) denotes a rotation by angle o about axis i.
axis j is given by the Rodrigues rotation formula [59] as
The rotation matrix about
Rj(0) = cos0 1+ sin 0 j+ (1 - cos) jj (A.14)
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0
- sin -y
cos ~y
sin J
01
coso6
ne 0
1
0
1
0
(A.11)
(A.12)
- Si
co
0
(A.13)
where I is the identity matrix and the antisymmetric matrix j is
0 -jz j'Y
j z 0 -j . (A.15)
-jY jz 0
The first component is a film stack tuned to rotate the incident neutron magnetization
from + to the xy-plane. Solving for the first intercept of the precession trajectory
with the xy plane, the rotation angle of the first stack should be selected to be
17 = cos- 1 (- cot 2 a). (A.16)
After this rotation, the angle of the magnetization in the xy plane, measured from
the x-axis, is
= -tanI -sinacos# 1 -cot4aH+cotasin\
cot a cos + sin a sin # 1 - cot 4 a )
Now, if the neutron precesses about the guide field by an appropriate angle, it will
arrive at the point where a rotation by q about the same axis j will take the mag-
netization to - , giving a spin flip. Such a rotation can easily be implemented by a
second stack identical to the first. The angle ( needed to accomplish this is
= r +2# - 2# (A.18)
+ 23- 2 tan-1  - sin a cos #1 - cot a + cot a sin3 (A.19)
cot a cos# + sin a sin 1 - cot 4 a /
Thus, the full rotation sequence given by Rj( 1 )R2(()Rj(q) implements a spin flip.
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